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City council approves parking changes

Tonight. ..

Miramar parking along ]CU campus banned
Tom O'Konowltz
Editor-in-Chief

University Heights City Council is taking action in response ro congestion and
complaints due to parking on side streets
around the John Carroll University campus.
Council unanimously approved a recommendation from the planning commission and thechief of police to prohibit weekday parking in the 50 spaces on Miramar
Boulevard along theJCU campus. As an
atrempt to accommodate displaced vehicles,
rwo-hour limited parking will be established on South Belvoir between Milford
and Washington weekdays from 8 am. to 8
p.m. The additional spaces will make up for
almost all of the eliminated spaces on
Miramar.
A trial plan will limit parking on
Kerwick to resident permit vehicles only
for a ninety-day period. If it is successful,
the program will likely be permanently
instituted and expanded to other streets in
the area.
"It is clear that the demand for on-street
parking in the area of john Carroll has increased over the years in both numbers of
cat ~a nddensity,"wroteChief of Police Gary
Stehlik in his recommendation. "This increase exceeds the streets' capacity tosafel y
handle the traffic load and a comprehensive plan is needed to improve the situation.''

Stehlik, who has been involved with the
p.11 king situation for 10 years, said that the
ch~nges will not be effective for about 45
days, pending the creation of signs and no-

tification to the university and local communities. Once the regulations become effective ,Stehliksaid that offenders will likely
be given warningsduring the first few weeks
in lieu of tickets.
According toSteh lik's report, a 1997 street
parking count in the area is almost a 100
percent increase over a 1987 count. He also
reported that the streets around campus are
the source of 44 logged complaints from
january that required police response. Complaints included blocked driveways, blocked
traffic and cars parked overtime. He also
reported that cars are being parked more
densely, bumper-to-bumper very close to
driveway aprons.
"This effectively blocksadrivewayas it is
difficult if not impossible to safely pull in
and out of driveways, but it is not prohibited by ordinance," Stehlik said in his report
"I think the city has come to the realization that we cannot go on like this forever
with not enough spaces to meet the need of
a growing and popular college," said University Heights Mayor Beryl Rothschild.
She said that these initial changes are a
catalyst to a more comprehensive plan that
is aimed for completion by September 1998.
To create that solution, she said that the city
hopes to work with a committee of all parties involved, including residents, the university, students, Gesu Church and the city.
Rothschild said that students will likely
be satisfied with the additional parking
spaces on Bel voir replacing those on
Miramar, while not being satisfied with the
institution of resident-only permit parking
on side streets. She said that residents would

likely be satisfied with the permit park mg.
while not the added parking on Belvoir.
Before Councilwoman Adele Zucker cast
her vote in favor of the recommendation on
Monday, she said, "I have a great deal of empathy for the students ... I would hope the
students put some pressure on the university, because [parking] is a umversity problem."
jerry Sheehan, director of publiic affairs
atjCU, told council Monday that one step
the university will take in the parking situation is toeliminateon- campus parking for
residentjCU sophomores. Currently, freshmen residents are not permitted to park on
campus. He also said that a parking lot with
about 30 spaces will be created in front of
Rodman Hall.
In response to Council's questions about
a parking garage on cam pus, Sheehan said
that the university is not currently exploring that possibility because of high costs.
He cited Vice President for Services john
Reali 's findings that an above-ground parking garage would cost about $7,500 per car,
while an underground garage would cost
$14-15,000 per car.
Several JCU students were presenc at
Monday's council meeting. Student Union
President Chris Beato spoke to the council,
saying, "We agree this is a very important
issue and something that needs to be addressed."
"There was recognition that there was a
need for something to be done," Rothschild
said. "We think we are being very fair about
this. I'm glad that the students are here and
being involved."

Ex-Skinhead:

Healing the hate
Denise Glaros
News Editor

Tom Leyden used to be called a "street
5oldier" by his friends in the white supremacy movement he belonged ro for 15
years Now, he is called a "traitor" and recei\'CS death threats every day of his life
1, . ' tn those same people he called friends.
Leyden, 31, has chosen this way of life,
though, as he has become the first proclaimed skinhead to leave his racist past and
voluntarily join forces with an organization
1 hat works to end what Leyden fought so
!...u·J to spread - racism.
The organization is the Simon
WiesemhalCenterin Los Angeles, and since
last july, Leyden has traveled across the
country speaking to groups about his days
inside a white supremacy movement.
Ac;a representative for the center, Leyden
spoke to the john Carroll community on
Oct. 8.
Telling a packed Jardine Room to call
him Tj. because everyone calls him TJ., this
man with the strawberry blond hair cut
military-style, began his speech by saying
"I'm not proud of what I did in the pas!."
Whether audiences believe him or not,
I qden tells his story of racism that began
tP IW8, when Leyden joined the punk rock
tllO\'emenl. Because of this movement, he

grew hatef uI,going to concerts
filled with raging slam- dancing, listening to music that
preached "anarchy and violence," and incitingfights with
virtually anyone, he said.
BmLeydendid not grow up
aspiring to be a racist.
With a long-sleeved shirt on, it is impossible to see
He spent hisearlyyearsina the 29 tattoos covering the body of former whiteclose-knit Irish Catholic fam- supremacist Tom Leyden.
ily in Fontana, Fla., the oldest
hate crimes.
of three boys.
Of these racially motivated crimes, 2,988
Life was at a happy medium until his
parents got a divorce in 1980, when he was incidents were directed at blacks and 1,226
15-years-old. To escape his troubled family were directed at whites.
"Hateissomethingthat has been a part of
life, Leyden said he drifted deeper into the
all
of us and all of our society for as long as
oftentimes violent punk rock scene, where
he found a family in a neo-Nazi skinhead we can know," said Duane Dukes, professor
of sociology at john Carroll, whose departgroup.
As parr of this group, Leyden said they ment as well as the Albert and Norma Geller
began attacking people in the streets or in Lecture Series sponsored Leyden's speech.
This relentless hate sent Leyden to
school, with 90 percent of his victims being
county
jail so often that the bool<1ngofficers
white. It was a "bonus" to fight someone
face, he said
knew
his
black, Hispanic, or Asian- anybody other
But patriotism and power were enough
than white, he said. "Might made right,"
for Leyden to continue the drinking and
Leyden said.
fighting
he did with this group to"clean-up"
According to the preliminary data colAmerica.
lected by the FBI in 1995, race was the motiAt 21-years-old, Leyden made another
vation in 4,831 out of the 7,947 hate crimes
"patriotic" move.
voluntarily reported in the United States.
see LEYDEN, page 2
This accounts for 60.8 percent of the

Game five of the
World Series
Cleveland Indians v.
Florida Marlins
Game time: ~:20 p.m.
Place: Jocob.s Field

GO
TRIBE!

Hepatitis
•
casein
Halll in
reported
Wendy Maxlan
Staff Reporter

A john Carroll student returned to
school this week after she had been sent
home last week by Health Services, when
it was discovered she had contracted
Hepatitis A
The Hamlin Hall resident contracted
the virus when she traveled out of the
country this past summer.
"This was an isolated incident," said
Rose McHale, a registered nurse in the john
Carroll Health Services Center.
Hepatitis A isonlycomracted through
"very close contact," like a roommate or
sexual partner, McHale said.
When the student discovered she had
hepatitis, she was sent home immediately.
the health department was notified, and
her roommate received a vaccination as a
precaution and topreventa possible spread
of the disease on campus, McHale and
Nicholson said.
An informational floor meeting was
also held last week. "The !floor members]
were kind of nervous at first" but after
they got the general information, they
calmed down, said Karen Kovacic, a
Hamlin resident assistant.
"I was concerned, but our R.A. was really on top of things," said Kelly Dick, a
senior first floor resident of Hamlin.
"[The meeting) really put my mind at
ease," Dick said.
McHale, Nicholson and Kovacic each
said that the disease is very hard to catch
and that the only way to get Hepatitis A is
through direct oral-fecal and sexual contact.
The illness' incubation period of two to
six weeksexplains why thesymptomsdid
not surface until last week.
In research provided by several doctors
see HEPATITIS, page 3
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News Briefs
In light of the recent administration-mandated decision to
cancel summer commencement ceremonies, the Student Union
passed a recommendation to allow summer graduates to participate in spring commencement activities, Instead of rhe following

May.
The recommendation suggests seniors supposed to graduate
in the summer could walk with their respective class during the
springceremoniesandreceive a false diploma as a formality until
they complete their degrees in the summer. The recommendation
will be presented to administration early next week.

Merrily We Roll Along
Stephen Sondhelm and George Furth's Merrily Wt Roll Along
is the latest production presemed by JCU's communications
department.
This musical isaoout the lives of three teenagers- best friends
who leave school with giant dteams.
They each achieve great success. but at the cost of their friendshipsandideals. Whatwentwrongthenbecomestbefocusofthe
production.
Showings inK ulas Auditorlum are: 8 p.m. on Oct 24-25,2 p.m.
on Oct. 26, 8 p.m. on Oct 30-31, 8 p.m. on Nov. 1, and at 2 p.m. on
Nov. 2. The play 1s directed by Martin Friedman.
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Speaking of success
n

rart

r etr 1997-98

season wirh a bang. Led by sophomore Karie laveHe and freshmen Ben Sovacooland Elizabeth Wiley, the team hasalreadywon
seven awards in its first three tournaments.
Asked the key to the teams's success, Dr. Brent Brossmann,
assistant professor of communications and advisor to the debate
team, said it has been the hard work and talents of the debaters.
The addition of anewassistantcoach,l<ellyYoung.aninstructor in the communications depanment has also been a factor.

NeMbriefs were compiled by Denise Glaros, News Editor.

Thinking About
Law School?
If you or someone you know is
considering a law school education
now or a few years from now, then plan
to attend the Cleveland Metropolitan
Law School Fair. More than 30 law
schools, along with LSAT test
preparation representatives, will be
able to answer your questions. You
will also be able to attend seminars
and receive catalogs, applications and
financial aid information. It's one-stop
shopping! This event is free and open
to the public.
Event: Cleveland Metro Law School Fair
Date: Saturday, Nov. 1, 1997
Time: 11 am to 3 pm
Place: John Carroll University Student Center
Located on Belvoir Road
University Heights, Ohio 44118
RSVP: Not Necessary. We'll see you there!
Financial support provided by the Law School Admission Council
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Students enact
alcohol-related
deaths for
T.E.A.M. Week

in Red Cross Blood Drive
Jill M. Jasinski
The John Carroll University
women's volleyball team beat
them on Oct. 7. The football team
will meet them on the play1ngfield
on ov 15. Next Tuesday and
Wednesday, the rest of the Carroll
community will have a chance to
defeat cross-town rival Baldwin
Wallace College in what is being
billed "The Battle for Life."
The American Red Cross
Bloodmobile will hold a blood
drive at john Carroll Oct. 28-29
from noon to 7p.m. in the Murphy
Room in competition with BW
Phil Zuzolo of jCU's R.OTC.
program, which is sponsoring the
blood drive, issued the challenge
to BW after receiving information
from the Red Cross about a critical shortage of blood in the Cleveland area. According to the Red
Cross Blood Services, the supply
of both 0 positive and B positive
and negative blood is seriously low.
"We wanted to generate some
excitement and get more people

to donate ," sa1d Charlene Brandt,
comm unicationsspecialist fort he
American Red Cross. "Especially
because we are in a shortage situation."
Baldwin Wallace already held
their blood drive on Oct. 14. Because BW's blooddrivewasonlya
one day affair a nd Carroll's is
spread over two days, the com petition will be based on what percentage of their goal each school
reaches.
"They did well at Baldwin
Wallace," Brandt said. "T hey had
about 65 pints donated. That was
106 percent of their goaL"
Zuzolo estimated that in order
tobeatBW,Carroll will need about
75 donors per day.
The winning school will be
presented with a trophy by an
American Red Cross representative at half-time of the football
game on Nov.l5 at Wasmer Field.
"Then the trophy can be displayed
in the Atrium all year, if Carroll
wins," Brandt said.
If the com petition is successful

it may become an annual event,
according to Zuzolo. "The whole
thing was geared up because of
the big football competition between the schools," he said.
R.O.T.C. sponsored a blood
drive earlier this year with an orga nization called Life Share.
Zuzolo is now worried that many
prospective blood donors will be
unable to give this time because of
the mandatory 56 day waiting period between blood donations.
In order to auract those who
are reluctant to donate blood, especially athletes and others who
maynothavedonated the last time
because they believe that giving
blood will affect their performance the rest of the day, R.O.T.C.
and the Red Cross are providing
brochures with responses to common excuses fornot giving blood.
According to the Red Cross
"Common Excuses" fact sheet,
"Most people feel fine immediately
after donating blood. They can go
back to work or resume their usual
acrivities."

eled his want.
"If I'm lucky, !get the kid everyone looks up to on campus to be a
racist," Leyden said.
Slowlyovertime,thingsstaned
to change.
One of his brothers became a
police officer and he was afraid
his little brother would become
one of those cops his neo-Nazi
brothers joked about killing.
With a new respect for law enforcement, he realized one of the
hate tenants to the Nazi movement
existed within his own family.
His mother, who had polio
when she was a child, was left with
a slight limp and unable to work.
This handicap classified her as
a "surpluseater,"andsomeone who
must be murdered because"if you
don 't work, you don't eat."
Leyden could not bring himself to kill his own mother, so he
began tostrayfrom the move ment,
even while his wife remained loyal.
The point at which Leyden
faced a change _arrived wh en he
saw his hate through the eyes of
his own chi ldren.
lt bothered Leyden to see his
two sons give the Nazi salute and
in particular, it bothered Leyden
to see his then-18-month-old son
angrily turnoff the television program they were watching because
the actors were black.
Leyden said hethoughttohimself, "Oh my God, where's my son
gonna be m 13 years7"
He knew exact! y where his son
was going to be: involved in the
nee-Nazi movement as a second
generation white Nazi, who was
10 times stronger and 10 times
more loyal.
He said he could also see him
sitting in county jail, paralyzed
from a fight gone wrong, or in a
cemetery.
For the first time in 14 years
with the Nazi movment, Leyden
started to question his life.
Two years after his son's comments aoout the television program, Leyden dropped out of the
movement, left his wife and children at their home in southern
Idaho,and went to California to be
with his mother.
He filed for divorce from his
wife and tried togetcustodyofhis
kids, losing each of the nine times
he tried in court.

In September, his ex-wife had
a change of heart and left the Nazi
movement.
However, his 6-year-old son
keeps part of the Nazi movement
with him as he prefers to call himself an Aryan.
"Hopefully, l can get it out of
his head," Leyden said.
Firsr, he had to get the racism
completely out of his own head.
Urged by his mother to get help:---.Leyden went to the Wiesentha
Centeno renounce his former way
of life.
Though his internal self was
going through the healing process,
Leyden found himself left with
external scars that served as a constant reminder.
"I wake up every morning and
l see a 29-tanooed racist guy," Leyden said.
Pulling up the sleeves of his
shirt, Leyden displayed to the audience some of the 29 tattoos that
cover his body. With the Center's
help, all of those tanoos will be
removed with four years of laser
trearment.
After two-a nd -a- half weeks of
counseling sessions at the Center,
staff members felt Leyden had a
powerful story to tell.
Speaking to about 10,000 studentsa month in his travels forthe
Center, Leyden says "In some way,
it's penance."
The solution to ending intolerance is education, Leyden sa id.
Building more prisons only promotes crime, where educating
America's youth can prevent
crime, he said.
"The biggest war we fight is a
six-inch war- between our ears,"
Leyden said. "The human race
needs to get its head together or
we'll destroy ourselves."
While Leyden is speaking
about liberation from the Nazi
movement, he is far from being
free.
"l had more freedom when I was
a racist," Leydensaid, because neeNazi 's do not take to race-traders
easily.
Now, Leyden said he cannot go
many places without a fear of being killed.
"I'm always watching- I have
to," Leyden said. "I can't make a
mistake because if I do, it'll be the
last one l make."

They're listening
For the first time ever, Peer Advisors will have a live person
manning their telephone helpline. From 7 to 9 p.m. tonight,
students can talk to a trained peer advisor about problems in and
out of school
In addition to the time the hotline has live coverage, students
can leave voice mail messages 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
and an advisor will get back to them as soon as (XlSSible. The
helpline number is 397-4562.
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Streaks take on Yellow jackets • • •
Staff Reporter

A mock graduation

••

LEYDEN
continued from page 1
"lbroughtmyracismandprejudice into the United States Marine
Corps," Leyden said.
His contribution to the USMC
involved keeping white power
lx>oks at his bedside, listening to
white power music, displaying a
swastika on his wall, having the
azi srorm -Jroope r insignia tattooedon his neck, and continuing
to instigate fights among the different races in the ranks.
He went even further to spend
most of his free time recruiting
people into the nee-Nazi's and
contacting other racially motivated hategroupstorecruitmembers into their groups.
This would create a separatism
of the races and break up morale
in the corps ranks, Leyden said.
"[The USMC] made me a better
racist," Leyden said, because he
said he learned leadership, organizational and recruitment skills.
Eventually, it was his excessive
drinking and [ighting that got him
an "other than honorable" discharge from the Marines.
Although the military discharged Leyden one year early, he
said "l was not discharged from
my racist beliefs."
At home, he married one of the
white-power women he wrote to
while in the military.
Then, Leyden decided to become a recruiter after the birth of
his first child, leaving the "dirty
work" of fighting behind.
Being a recruiter meant Leyden
had to go to school again, though
he had dropped out in the ninth
grade.
He said he went to junior high
and highschool campuses because
as he said, kids 12 andover are just
beginning to form opinions, ideas,
and a sense of belonging, which
the Nazi's could easily shape.
Leyden would gain his young
recruits by stuffing lockers with
racist literature, filling prospective members' heads with racist
innuendo, stereotypes, and lies,
and deliberately causing fights
between the different races.
Leyden said only about one
Pc:rcent of the students were absolutely willing to join, and this fu-

llla_9ulnone_s _ _ _ _ __
Staff Reporter

More parking lost
A row of student parking spaces behind Bernet Hall has been closed because of the
construction taking place for the renovation of Bernet Hall. Next fall, Bernet is scheduled to
reopen as an apartment-style residence hall.

Mellen Series marks its 25th seminar
with CEO of Fabri-Centers
However, he points out that they will
jo-Ann Fabrics.
Mirna Boumltrl
Despite popular "myths" which continue to invest in the tradnional
Staff Reporter
Sew ing and JCU are an unlikely Rosskamm discussed, such as that stores and tec hn ologically adva nce
match, but this past Tuesday, the two only blue collar workers need such them. In discussing the stra teg•es h1 s
me rged as a leader in the crafts business stores, he said that 84 percent of company is using to mcrease profit, he
mentions the fact rhatdicame to john Carroll
versifying their stores
to speak as part of
should
lead to a better
the Mellen Series
retur n on sales and eqThe Series began in 1986 in order
Presentations.
ui ty.
Since the Series'
y r in an
in eption in 19 6,
wara~~
taking several small
JCU has welcomed
companies in rhe past
~ reakers to offer adquestions at corporate decision
few years, this compa ny
vice and give insight
has become a giant in the
in to the bu siness makers about their business and
market, co ntrolling 50
world. The Series bepercent of crafts chain
gan in 1986 in order managerial strategies.
stores.
tooffera rare chance
Anot her sua tegyis refor directing quespositioning real estate,
tionsat corporarederemoving the "losers," and rebuildi ng in
cJsion makers about their business and United States households use era[ ts
at some point, and proof of that is new areas.
manage rial strategies.
This company has hopes for big
This week's speech given by Alan the recent boom in the craft indusgrowth potential, as they continue "to
try.
Rosskamm, CEO of Fabri-Cenre rs of
Fabri-Centers is currently ex- serve and inspire creativity."
America, Inc. since 1985, marked the 25th
The Mellen Series will continue to
panding
its chain of jo-Ann stores,
se mina r presented by the Mel len Series.
bringguestspeakers to john Carroll this
install
ing
a
plan
called
the
Etc.,
Rossk amm said hestartedout in manyear, which will be advertised during
age ment positions in 1978 and ha s which "upgrades the image" of crafts
their respective times and dates.
worked his way up, prev iously practic- stores.
Rosskam
m
claims
that
ing as an attorney in Cleveland.
He earned his B.A. from Swarthmore education these days does
College, a law degree from the Univer- not promote the use of cresity of Chicago, and an M.B.A. from Case ativity in sewing, therefore,
Western Reserve University. Fabri-Cen- his company is using the
ters, wh1ch was founded in !943 and Etc. plan to educate the pubh.:adquartered in Hudson,Ohio, is better lic on how to use their reknown as rhe local fabricandcraftsstore, sources.

to
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HEPATITIS
continued from page 1
at the Uni versityof Chicago Medica l Center, these symptoms can
include vomiting and nausea, fever, hives, distaste for cigareues
early on,joi nt pain, three to 10 days
worth of jaundice, and dark urine.
The virus can then lead to minor
fl u-like symptoms or even liver
fa ilure. lttakestwotothreeweek
to recover.
According to the research ,
Hepatit is A is most common in
ch ildren and young adults. Hepatitis B tends to be more severe of
the two viruses.
o fun her cases of Hepatitis A
have been reported on campus,
McHale said. The best way to prevent the disease is through "education• and "good hand washing
techniques," McHale said.

Have you seen them~ You know. the "li vtng dead"
walking around the John Carroll campus ~
You m1 ght have had one or two in your classes or
have even been m adass where one of them wasgtvtng
a lec ture.
The parade of "dead" facult y and s1udems has been
the result of SJUdent Acuviucs' production ofT E.A.M
(Teachmg Effecnve A!coho! Management) Week, formerly known as A !coho! Awareness Week
During the past few days, Student Awvines has
attempted to get the point across that rhe abuse of
alcohol can affect eve ryone.
"Every 32 minutes someone is killed in an alcohol
related accident," said Peter Wallish,assistant director
of student act ivtues
To demonstrate how deadly this wtisti reall y is,
they devised a plan ro show the 1m pact it would have
on the john Carroll communi ty.
This plan involves "killing off" a student or faculty
member every 32 minutes.
Those "killed" will walk around campus today
wearing black shtrts depicting a skeleton.
The shirts also say "I lost my life today... You lost a
friend . Every 32 minutes someone ts killed tn the
alcohol related accident "
A banner was also placed on the mam !loor of the
Atnum listing the names of all those "killed "
Wa lhsh said they also planned other activities during the week in order to provide students with "something else to do other than go to the bar."
Tonight, Dr. Rob Lillis, research director at the University of Rochester Medtcal Sc hool will present a
speech on drink ing and driving.
Other acuvlllC5 held thlto week 11 eluded a ma's a t
St.FranclsChapelonO::t.l9and comicMarkEddieon
Oct.20.
"Life 101," prese nted by Ellen Rosenberg on Oct. 21,
and a performance by the vocal grou p "Graffiltl Tribe"
at the Wolf and Pot on Oct. 22 rounded out T.E.A.M.
Week.
TE.A.M. Week ends today at noon, when all those
"killed" will gathertogether in the Atrium for a "final"
picture.
In all, almost 200 studems and faculty took part in
the effort to make students more aware of the dangers
of alcohol.
Those selected to pan ici pare were mam ly resident
assistatlts, as well as members of various orgamzationssuch as the Student Union and the Carroll News.
T.E.A.M. Week was definitely "ad ifferent approach
to show students how quickly the effects of alcohol
abuse can hit home," Wall ish said.

Welcome

Parents!
Your children are
very hungry. They
like to eat. Take
them to a nice

restaurant this
weekend. They will
love you more.

Thank you.

Wednesday to/29 From

a-5 p.m.

Flyer announcement/canvAJJift9 dates
M«t at the Student Union Office
Sunday to/t.6 lrom t-+ p.m.
UnivcrJity Hcishts door-to-door (ood coUec:tiont
M«t at the Student Union J(ice

Weeltly mcctings•••cvcry W cdnuJay •••8 p.m •••• Studcnt Union Olficc
Oucstionsf Call Kate RobinJOn at il97-2665 or Pat Scanlan at 097-5112
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Ncws Briefs
ln liglu of the recent administration-mandated decision to
cancel summer commencement ceremonies, the Student Union
passed a recommendation to allow summer graduates to panicipate in spring commencement activities, instead of the following
May.
The recommendation suggestS seniors supposed to graduate
in the summer could walk with their respective class during the
spring ceremonies and receive a false diploma as a formality until
they complete their degrees in the summer. The recommendation
will be presented to administration early next week

Merrily We Roll Along
Stephen Sondheim and George Furth's Merrily We Roll Along
is the latest production presented by JCU's communications
department.
This musical is about the lives of three teenagers- besd riends
who leave school with giant dreams.
Theyeaclucbievegreat success. but at the cost of their friendships and ideals. Whatvventwrongthen becomesthefocusof the
production.
Showings in Kulas Auditorium are: 8p.m.on0ct24-25,2 p.m.
on Oct. 26, 8 p.m. on Oct. 30-31, 8 p.m on Nov: 1, and at 2 p.m. on
Nov. 2. The play is directed by Martin Friedman.
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n
tart
d.r 1991-98
season with a bang. Led by sophomore Katie Lavelle and freshmen BenSovacooland Elizabeth Wiley, the team hasalreadywon
seven awards in itS first three tournaments.
Asked the key to the teams's success, Dr. Brent Brossmann,
assistant professor of communications and ad visor to the debate
team, said it has been the hard work and talents of the debaters.
The addition of a new assistantcoaeh,Kelly Young. an instructor in the communications department has also been a factot

Ne wsbriefs wert compiled by Denise Glaros, News Editor.

Thinking About
Law School?
If you or someone you know is
considering a law school education
now or a few years from now, then plan
to attend the Cleveland Metropolitan
Law School Fair. More than 30 law
schools, along with LSAT test
preparation representatives, will be
able to answer your questions. You
will also be able to attend seminars
and receive catalogs, applications and
financial aid information. It's one-stop
shopping! This event is free and open
to the public.
Event: Cleveland Metro Law School Fair
Date: Saturday, Nov. 1, 1997
Time: 11 am to 3 pm.
Place: John Carroll University Student Center
Located on Belvoir Road
University Heights, Ohio 44118
RSVP: Not Necessary. We'll see you there!
Financial support provided by the Law School Admission council
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Students enact
alcohol-related
deaths for
T.E.A.M. Week

in Red Cross Blood Drive
Jill M. Jasinski
The john Carroll University
women's vol leyball team beat
them on Oct. 7. The football team
will meet them on the playing field
on Nov. 15. Next Tuesday and
Wednesday, the rest of the Carroll
community will have a chance to
defeat cross-town rival Baldwin
Wallace College in what is being
billed "The Battle for Life."
The American Red Cross
Bloodmob ile will hold a blood
drive at john Carroll Oct. 28-29
from noon to 7 p.m. in the Murphy
Room in competition with BW.
Phil Zuzolo of JCU's RO.T.C
program, which is sponsoring the
blood drive, issued the challenge
to BW after receiving information
from the Red Cross about a critical shortage of blood in the Cleveland area. According to the Red
Cross Blood Services, the supply
of both 0 positive and B positive
and negative blood is seriously low.
"We wanted to generate some
excitement and get more people

to donate," said Cha rlene Brandt,
communicationsspecialist for the
American Red Cross. "Especially
because we are in a shortage situation."
Baldw in Wallace already held
their blood drive on Oct. 14. Because BW's blood drivewas onlya
one day affair and Carroll's is
spread over two days, the competitio n will be based on what percentage of their goal each school
reaches.
"T hey did well at Baldwin
Wallace," Brandt said. "They had
about 65 pints donated. That was
106 percent of thei r goal."
Zuzolo estimated that in order
to beat BW,Carroll will need about
75 donors per day.
The winning school will be
presented with a trophy by an
American Red Cross representative at half -time of the football
game on Nov.15 at Wasmer Field .
"Then thetrophycan be displayed
in the Atrium all year, if Carroll
wins," Brandt said.
lf the competition is successful

it may become an annual event,
according to Zuzolo. "The whole
thing was geared up because of
the big football competition between the schools," he said.
R.O.T.C. spo nsored a blood
drive earlier this year with an organization called Life Share.
Zuzolo is now worried that many
prospective blood donors will be
unable to give this time because of
the mandatory 56 day waiting period between blood donations.
ln order to attract those who
are reluctant to donate blood, especially athletes and others who
may not havedonated the last time
because they believe that giving
blood will affect their perfor mance the rest of the day, R.O.T.C.
and the Red Cross are providing
brochures with responses to common excuses for not giving blood .
According to the Red Cross
"Common Excuses" fact sheet ,
"Most people feel fine im mediately
after donating blood. They can go
back to work or resume their usual
activities."

They're listening
For the first time ever, Peer Advisors will have a live person
manning their telephone helpline. From 7 to 9 p.m. tonight,
students can talk toa trained peer advlliOr about problems in and
out of school
ln addition to the time the hotline has live coverage, students
can leave voice mail messages H hours a day, seven days a week,
and an advisor will get back to them as soon as possible. The
helpline number is 397-4562.
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Streaks take on Yellow jackets • • •
Staff Reporter

A mock graduation

••

eled his want.
"Jf I'm lucky, I get the kid everylooks up to on campus to be a
one
continued from page 1
racist," Leyden said.
Slowly over time, thingsstarted
"lbroughtmyracismandprejudice into the United States Marine to change.
One of his brothers became a
Corps," Leyden said.
His contribution to the USMC police officer and he was afraid
involved keeping white power his little brother would become
books at his bedside, listening to one of those cops his nco-Nazi
white power music, displaying a brothers joked about killing.
With a new respect for law enswastika on his wall, having the
Nazi storm -trooper insig nia ta t- forcement , he realized one of the
tooed on his neck, and continuing hate tenants to the Nazi movement
to instigate fights among the dif- existed within his own family.
His mother, who had polio
ferent races in the ranks.
He went even further wspend whenshewasachild, wasleftwith
most of his free time recruiting a slight limp and unable to work.
This handicap classified her as
people into the nco-Nazi's and
contacting other racially moti- a "surpluseater,"andsomeonewho
vated hate groups to recruit mem- must be murdered because "if you
don't work, you don't eat."
bers into their groups.
Leyden could not bring him This would crea te a separatism
of the races and break up morale self w kill his own mother, so he
began tostray from the movement,
in the corps ranks, Leyden said.
"!The USMC] made me a better even while his wife remained loyal.
The point at which Leyden
racist ," Leyden said, because he
said he learned leadership, orga- faced a changea rrived when he
nizational and recruitment skills. saw his hate through the eyes of
Eventually, it was his excessive his own children.
It bothered Leyden to see his
drinking and fightingthatgot him
an "other than honorable" dis- two sons give the Nazi salute and
in particular, it bothered Leyden
charge from the Marines.
Although th e military dis- to see h1s then -18-month-old son
charged Leyden one year early, he angrilyturnoff the television prosaid "I was not discharged from gram they were watching because
the actors were black.
my racist beliefs."
Leyden said he thought to himAt home, he married one of the
white-power women he wrote to self, "Oh my God, where's my son
gonna be in lJ years?"
while in the military.
He knew exactly where his son
Then, Leyden decided to become a recruiter after the birth of was going to be: involved in th e
his first child, leaving the "dirty neo-Nazi movement as a second
generation white Nazi, who was
work" of fighting behind.
Being a recruiter meant Leyden 10 times stronger and lO times
had to go to school again, though more loyal.
He said he could also see him
he had dropped out in the ninth
sitting
in county jail, paralyzed
grade.
He said he went to junior high from a fight gone wrong, or in a
and high schoolcampuses because cemetery.
For the first time in 14 years
as he said, kids 12 and over are just
with
the Na zi movment , Leyden
beginning to form opinions, ideas,
and a sense of belonging, which started to question his life.
Two years after his son's comthe Nazi's could easily shape.
ments
about the television proLeyden would gain his young
recruits by stuffing lockers with gram, Leyden dropped out of the
racist literature, filling prospec- movement,lef this wife and chiltive members' heads with racist dren at their home in southern
innuendo, stereotypes, and lies, Idaho,and went toCalifornia to be
and deliberately causing fights with his mother. '
He filed for divorce from his
between the different races.
wife
and tried to getcustodyof his
Leyden said only about one
kids,
losing each of the nine times
percent of the students were absolutely willing to join, and this fu- he tried in court.

LEYDEN

In September, his ex-wife had
a change of heart and left the Nazi
movement.
Howeve r, his 6-year-old son
keeps part of the Nazi movement
with him as he prefers to call himself an Aryan.
"Hopefully, l can get it out of
his head," Leyden said.
First, he had to get the racism
completely out of his own head._
Urged by his mother to get help,
Leyden went to the Wiesemhal
Center to renounce his former way
of life.
Though his internal self was
going through the healing process,
Leyden found himself left with
external scars that served as a constant reminder.
"I wake up every morning and
Isee a 29-tattooed racist guy," Leyden said.
Pulling up the sleeves of his
shirt, Leyden displayed to the audience some of the 29 tattoos that
cover his body. With the Center's
help, all of those tat toos will be
removed with four years of laser
treatment
After two-and-a- half weeks of
counseling sessions at the Center,
staff members felt Leyden had a
powerful story to tell.
Spea king to about 10,000 students a month in his travels for the
Center, Leyden says "In some way,
it's penance."
The solution to ending intolerance is education, Leyden said.
Building more prisons only promotes crime, where educating
Ameri ca's youth can prevent
crime, he said.
"The biggest war we fight is a
six-inch war - between our ears:
Leyden said. "The human race
needs to get its head together or
we'll destroy ourselves."
While Leyden is speaking
about liberation from the Nazi
movement, he is far from being
free.
"l had more freed om when I was
aracist,"Leydensaid, becauseneoNazi's do not take to race-traders
easily.
Now, Leyden said he cannot go
many places without a fear of being killed.
"I'm always watching- I have
to," Leyden said. "I can't make a
mistake because if I do, it'll be the
last one I make."

lila
Quinones _ _ _ - - - :..:..:::.--=>.:::..:..:.:.::..:..:..:..::..
Staff Reporter

More parking lost
A row of student parking spaces behind Bernet Hall has been closed because of the
construction taking place for the renovation of Bernet Hall. Next fall, Be met is scheduled to
reopen as an apartment-style residence hall.

Mellen Series marks its 25th seminar
with CEO of Fabri-Centers
However, he points out that they will
continue to invest in the traditional
store and tec hn ological ly advance
th em. In discussing the stra tegies his
company is using to mcrease profit, he
mentions the fact that diversifymg their stores
should lead to a better
return on sales and eqorder
uity.

jo-Ann Fabrics.
Despite popular "myths" which
Rosskamm discussed, such as that
only blue collar workers need such
stores, he said that 84 percent of

Mirna Boumltrl
Staff Reporter

Sew ing and JCU are an unlike ly
match, but th is past Tuesday, the two
merged as a leader in the crafts business
came tojohnCarroll
to speak as part of
the Mellen Series
The Series began in 1.986 in
Presentations.
Since the Series'
r ~~ a
rin eption in 1986,
taking several small
jCU has welcomed
companies in the past
, peakers to offer ad- questions at corporate decision
few years, this company
vice and give insight
has become a giant in the
into the business makers about their business and
market, controlling 50
world . The Series bepercent of era[ ts chain
ga n in 1986 in order manaderial strategies.
stores.
to offer a rare chance
b'
Anot her strategy is refor directing quespositioning real estate,
tionsat corporate deremoving the "losers," and rebuilding in
CISion makers about their business and Un ited States households use crafts
at some point, and proof of that is new areas.
managerial strategies.
This company has hopes for big
This week's speech given by Alan the recent boom in the craft indusgrowth
potentia~ as they continue "to
try.
Rosskamm , CEO of Fabri-Centers of
serve
and
inspire creativity."
Fabri-Centers
is
currently
exAmerica,lnc.since !985,marked the 25th
The Mellen Series will continue to
panding
its
chain
of
Jo-Ann
stores,
sem inar presented by the Mellen Se ries.
bri ngguest speakers toJohn Carroll this
Rossk amm said he started out in man- installing a plan called the Etc.,
year, wh ich will be advertised during
image"
of
crafts
which
"upgrades
the
agement positions in 1978 and has
their respective times and dates.
worked his way up, previously practic- stores.
Rosskam
m
claims
that
ing as an attorney in Cleveland.
He earned his B.A. from Swarthmore education these days does
College, a law degree from the Univer- not promote the use of cresity of Chicago, and an M.B.A.from Case ativity in sewing, therefore,
Western Reserve University. Fabri-Cen- his company is using the
ters, whic h was fou nded in 1943 and Etc.plan toeducatet hepublic on how to use their reh~adqua rte red in Hudson ,Ohi o, is better
known as th e local fabric and crafts store, sources.

to

o erara

HEPATITIS
continued from page 1
at the Universityof ChicagoMedical Center, these symptoms can
include vomiting and nausea, fever, hives, distaste for cigarettes
earlyon,joint pain, three to lOdays
worth of jaundice, and dark urine.
The virus can then lead to minor
fl u-li ke symptoms or even liver
failure. lt takes two to three week
to recover.
According to the research ,
Hepatitis A is most common in
children and youngadults. Hepatitis B tends to be more severe of
the two viruses.
No further cases of Hepatitis A
have been reported on campus,
McHalesaid. Thebestwaytopreve nt the disease is through "education' and "good hand wash ing
techniques," McHale said.

Have you seen them' You know, the "ilvtng dead"
walking around the .John Carroll ca mpus'
You might have had one or two m your classes or
have eve n been 1n a class where one of them was g1 vmg
a lec ture.
The parade of "dead" fac ult y and students has been
1he resul t of Student Activities' production of T I' AM.
(Teaching Effewve Alcohol Management) Week. for
merly known as A!coho! Awareness Week.
Dunng the past few days. tudem Act!VItlCS has
attempted to get the point across that the abuse of
alcohol ca n affect ever)•one.
"Every 32 minute someone is killed in an alcohol
related accidem," said Pet er Wall1sh. assistant director
of st udent activiti es.
To demon tratc how deadly tillS >ta ustic really is,
they devised a plan to show the impact 1t would have
on thejohn Carroll community
This plan involves "killing off" a student orfaculty
member every 32 minutes.
Those "killed" will walk around campus today
wearing black shirts depicting a skeleton
The shirts also say "I lost my life today..You lost a
friend . Every 32 minutes someone is kil led m the
alcohol related accident."
A ban ner was also pi a ed on the mam floor of the
Amum hsung the names of all those "killed."
Wallish said they also planned other activlliesduring the week in order to provide students with "somethmg else to do other than go to the bar."
Tonight, Dr. Rob Lillis, research d1recwrat the University of Rochester Medi cal School will present a
speech on drinking and driving
Other acuvi ll<.:5 held t h1~ week \ncludcc.l a m,b,; a1 ~~~~,__.c::'J
St. Francis Chapel on Oct.19and comic Mark Eddie on
Oct. 20.
"Life lOl," prese nted by Ellen Rosenberg on Oct. 2!,
and a performance by the vocal group "Graffittl Tnbe"
at the Wolf and Pot on Oct. 22 rounded out T.E.A.M.
Week.
T.E.A.M. Week ends today at noon, when all those
"killed" will gather together in the Atrium for a "final"
picture.
In all, almost 200 students and faculty took part in
the effort to make students more aware of the dangers
of alcohol.
Those selected to participate were mainly resident
assistants, as well as members of various organizationssuch as the Student Union and the Carroll News.
T.E.A.M. Week was definitely "a different approach
to show students how quickly the effects of alcohol
abuse can hit home," Wall ish said.

Welcome

Parents!
Your children are
very hungry. They
like to eat. Take
them to a nice
restaurant this
weekerd. They will
love you more.

Thank you.

Wednesday to/29 From

a-6 p.m.

Flyer announeement/canvassins dates
Meet at the Student Union Ofliec
Sunday to/26 from

t-+ p.m.

University Hcishts door-to-door (ood collections
Meet at the Student Union office

W cckly mcctings•••evcry W ednuday•••8 p.m••••Student Union Ogiec
Questions? Call Kate RobiftJOft at a<J7-2665 or Pat Scanlan at &97-5112
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Clinton campaign fundraising practices under attack
Sara E. Buss
Assistant World News Editor

Videotapes, White House
phone calls and Buddh1st nunsthe search formeaningin thecam pa 1gn finance abuse hearing continued this week.
The Ia test alleged sea nda I to
touch the White House 's
fundraising practices left theRepublicans sc reaming "Watergate"
and the Democrats circling their
political wagons.
Republican Representative
Do~niel Burton from Indiana told
the press on CBS' Face the Nation
that he suspected portions of video ta pes s howing President
Clinton greeting donors at White
House Functions have been erased
or altered.
Burtonsaid,"We'regoingtotalk
to rhe technicians, the people who
took all of the videotapes, and try
to get to the bottom of it."
Bunon,chairman of the House
Com mmee on Government Reform and Oversight, drew criti cism fo r being partisan in his
search for campaign fin ance
abuses. and refused to work with
the Democrats on his committee,
perhaps beca use some of his own
fundraising habits are suspect.
Thecomminee planned to hire
lip readers in an attempt to dis-

coverwhatClimon may have been
discussing with the potenual donors to make sure they "get the
whole story," Burton said.
Clinton'scam pden ied altering
ordeletingtapes. Mike McMurray,
press secretary for Clinton, told
CNN reporters, "Chairman Burton has a fondness fortheories that
border on the kooky."
White House officials claim
the portions of videotape Burton
refers to are not issues of i mentiona] deleting, but of how the
camera person chose to document
th e event.
Burton also criticized the
Clinton administration for taking
too much time, seven months, to
turn over the tapes. This, Burton
said, wasdonetodeliberatelymislead Congress.
The White House claimed they
released the videotapes as soon as
they knew they existed- and said
they contained nothingthatcould
possibly im plicate the president
in any wrongdoing.
Donald Fowler, former Democratic NationalCommitteeCDNC)
chai rman went as far to say the
tapes actually exonerated
Clinton. "What these tapes demonstrate is our fund raising activities were conducted in accorda nce
with the law"

The misuse of White House
phones for making fundrais ing requests was also a major point of
contention for the Republicans.
Newsweek obtained phone records
from the White House which show
at least six calls to top Democratic
party donors.
It is illegal to use federal offices
in the pursuit of campaign
fund raising, but the U.S. justice
Department does not consider the
White House residence as an official federal office.
Vice President Gore admitted to
calling donors from his office in
the White House, but denied that
he broke any laws by doing this
because money he received was not
used for the federal election; this is
known as soft money, and it is used
for local elections and getting the
voters to tu rn out fo r elections.
However, The Washington Post
discovered that some of the funds
allegedl y put in soft money accounts were actually transferred to
ha rd money accounts, which is
used in federal elections.
The largest controversy arose
not from the originating point of
the phone calls, but from Clinton's
use of DNC funds raised by these
phone cal ls for iss ue-based ads
which allegedly garnered more
politica l support for Clinton. In

tapes recently released from 1995,
Clinton was heard telling the DNC
donors that it was not necessary to
donate in federally sanctioned
blocks of $1,000. By doing this
through the DNC, Clinton skirted
campaign fund raising limits.
Senator Arlen Specter told Fox
reporters, 'Now we have it from the
president's own mouth that the
purpose of the money being rai sed
by the DNC was to promote his
own campaign ... a violation of federallaw.'
Republicans continued to press ure Attorney General janet Reno
to assign an independent council,
and cited the videotapes and phone
records as major ev idencesupponing their view.
Reno has been criticized for allowing loyalty to stand in the way
of an appointment, and has yet to
make a decision and continues to
investiga te the matter herself.
Rahm Emanuel, White House
advisor, said the issue- based ads
were legal. He told ABC's This
Week, '[In the 1996 election] the
Federal Election Commission's
former counsel, and Democratic
and Rep ublican parties' counsel, all
agree with these issue ads run by
both candidates, and both parties
rather, were appropriate.'
Despite the legalities Clinton

officials cling to, high ranking
members of the Democratic
party criticized the campaign fina nee abuse issue as potential! y
devastating to American politics.
Former President jimmy Carter
was especia lly vocal, telling
CNN, "!this is] the most embarrassing and debilitating thing
I've seen evolve in the political
structure in our country."
Gore is further plagued wi th
allegations of illegally solicited
dona tions fromaneventata Bud dhist tern ple in California in 1995.
The Buddhist nuns were required to testify before the com mittee, and they revealed that
guest lists and receipts from the
event have disappeared from
their records.
Democrats commented tha t
these allegations of misconduc t
will hurt Vice President Gore's
expected campaign for the presidency in the year 2000.
Potential competitor for the
Democratic ticket in 2000, Sen ator Bob Kerrey of Nebraska, acknowl edged that while Gore and
Clinton have do ne nothing illegal by using the DNC to raise
funds indirectly for thei r perso nal campaigns, it was im proper to manipulate the system
in that way.

Israel's attorney general seeks extradition ofMary)and youth
Erin O'Donnell
Staff Reporter
lsrael'sauorney general agreed
on Monday to the extradition of
the 17 - year-old Maryland boy

charged with the brutal slaying
of a man found in a vacant house
in Aspen Hill, Md.
A neighbor reportedly recalled
seeing Samuel Sheinbein and an-

otheryoutharound6:00or6:30p.m.
pushing a garden can which contained something wrapped in a
blue plastic tarp along a deserted
path between the Shein be in house

The University of Notre Dame
is pleased to announce the establishment of its

Master of Science in

Accountancy

program

The M.S. in Accountancy program is a two-semester, 30-hour
program designed to meet AACSB accreditation requirements
and to satisfy the 150-hour education requirement adopted by
the AICPA for membership and by 37 states and jurisdictions for
licensure as a CPA.
Students enrolled in the M.S. in Accountancy program may
specialize in one of three tracks:
• Financial Reporting and Assurance Services
• Tax Services
• Managerial Accounting and Operations
All three specialization tracks include core courses in negotiation
and consulting. Students then have the opportunity to focus their
educational experience to meet their individual goals and
interests, while advancing their technical, analytical and communication abilities.
If you are a high-potential student who wishes to develop the
kinds of advanced skills that will set you apart and provide you
with superior opportunities in the accounting and business wor1d
of tomorrow, we invite you to consider the opportunities the
Notre Dame M.S . in Accountancy program provides.
For more information contact
Margot O'Brien, J .D., CPA
Program Administrator, M.S. in Accountancy program
(219} 631-9732
MSACCT.1 @nd.edu
Or visit our home page at
http://www.nd.edu/-acctdeptlmaster.htm

and a vacant house in the neighborhood on Sept. 16.
The unnamed neighbor as
quoted by The Washingto n Post on
Oct. 20 said, "Darned if that isn't
Sam, I wonder what he's doing."
Montgomery County Police officially c harged Sheinbein and
Aaron Needle,l7, of the murder on
Sept. 23 after the burned body of
Alfredo Enrique Tello,jr.,J9, was
found in the vacant house on Sept.
19. The burned body, missing its
arms and legs, was found inside
plastic bags.
Needle was apprehended in
Greenbelt, Md. a nd is being held in
the Montgomery County jail without bond on charges of first degree
murder while Sheinbein fled to lsraelaf ter learning he was a suspect
in the murder.
It is believed by Montgomery
County officials that Sheinbein's
father Sol Sheinbein, 53, and
brother Robert Sheinbein helped
Sam flee to Israel after learning of
the pending charges
The v1ctim was last seen leaving work with Sheinbein and
Needle early in the week of Sept. 9.
A former co-worker of Sol
Sheinbein told The Washington
Post, "He was a sweet man, a family
man," and he cannot believe tha t
Sol would help his son escape.
According tO Israeli off icials, the
original problem with extrad iting
Sheinbein stemmed from Israeli
lawwhich ex tend scitizenshiponto
the children of Israeli citizens, and
it was believed that Sheinbein's fa ther was an Israeli citizen.
For this reason , Sheinbein
claimed Israeli citizenship. Israeli
offici a lsoriginally agreed and vali dated the claim by saying that
Sheinbein wi ll be forced to stand
trial in Israel.
However, on Monday, the origina I decision to allow Shein bei n to
remain in Israel was overt urned.
Pressure from many American
jewish Organizations and Montgomery County officials mounted
over the original dec is ion, promoting the perception that U.S-Israeli

relations could possibly be
strained or damaged.
The new decision was handed
down from Israeli Attorney Gen eral Eliakim Rubenstein stating
that Sheinbein was indeed not
an Israeli citizen and tha t he
should be sent back to the United
States to stand tr ial.
U.S. Embassy officials did caution Montgomery officials by
saying that the justice Ministry's
statement does not necessarily
represent a final decision in favor of extradition.
Israeli legal experts believe
Sheinbein has a chance to regain
Is raeli ci tizenship in court. This
is possible because the government officials have shown a difference of opinion concerning
the issue.
Sheinbein and his family's attorney Paul T. Stein plan to fight
the ruling tha t he must return to
the Un ited States and stand trial.
Friends and acquaintances
describe Sheinbein as a pri vileged teenager with past experiences .with drugs, trouble with
the law and tense family relations. As long as people can remember, Sheinbein was fascinated with crime and crime oriented activity.
In a recent s tatement to the
media, a 17 year-old classmate
said, "He was like a mastermind.
Stuff you hear about people dolng, he could rea II y do~li ke use
credit cards to open doors, disar m burglar alarm systems. He
had specia l clothing that he said
lim wouldn't come off."
Those who remember
Sheinbein from hisdaysasa student at the Charles E. Smith jewish Day Sc h ool in Rockville,
Maryland, confirm his fascination with crime.
In grades eight and nine,
Sheinbein was already breaking
into homes and cars, police confirm. Friends say they saw the
stolen equipment, gloves and
masks Sheinbein used in hts
cnme sprees.
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Runway mishaps continue:

d

Mayor calls for FAA investigation
Meagan Lynch
World News Editor
Two planes moved wi1hout
clearance onto active runways
at Cleveland Hopkins Int erna tional Airport Sunday, bringing the number of runway mishaps to 17 this year and prompting Mayor Michael R. White to
require that the airlines and the
Federal Aviation Administration deal wlth this potentially
dangerous problem.
City officials informed the
med ia of a series of steps they
hope will indicate theca use of
the problem , beginning wit h
White's request to the FAA to
send a special team of inspectors into the airport to investigate the problem.
White will also se t up a
meeting with airline representatives and city officials to figure out how to stop pi lots from
ignoring flashing stop signals
and moving onto the runway
prior to receiving permission
from the control tower.
"Do we have a safety problem 7 The answer is yes ," Cleveland Ports Director William
Cunningham told the media.
Mov in gontoa runwaywithout clearance puts a plane in
danger of col li sion withaircraf t
attem pting to tak e off or land.
Thirteen of the I7 incidents,
called incursions, were due to
pilot deviations, meaning the pilot fai led to obey the stop signals.
Hopkins had nine incursions
l~st

ttar. tM most ohny llttport

in the nation. The mayorandother
officials ack nowledged that given
the nurn.ber of incidents to date,
Hopk ins may lead the nation in
FAA- reported incursions for the
second year in a row.
"We hold the safety of travelers
sac rosanct in the city of Cleve-land,' White said in a statement to
the media.
Flashing warning lights recem l y were i nsta lied to correct
problems at the intersection of a
taxiway and three runways at the
northea ste rn cornerof the airport
on Sept. 18. However, despite this
change, five additional incursions
have occur red.
Sunday's incursions involved a
Co ntinental plane and a Delta airliner, Airport Commissioner
Stephan Sheehan told the media.
These follow an incident on Tuesday and another one on Friday.

f
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Microsoft monopoly examined

The northeast comer of
Cleveland Hopkins
International Airport. This
point is the scene of most of
the incidents.

The US. justice Department is investigating Micra;oft Corp for
violating antitrust laws. Micra;oft allegedly forced computer
manufactures into including their Internet browsers as part of
software packages that are preloaded into new computers. justice
Departmenrofficialsurged thecounsina petition to fine Micra;oft
$1 million each day until the violations are resolved Bill Gates,
CEO of Microsoft, defended the company's practices, stating that
personal com purer users want easy access tot he Internet through
Windows '95.

Teen cult members indicted
Six teens werecharged with plotting the murders of several fellow
high school students. Luke Woodham, 16, is facing l2 charges,
includmg the stabbing of hiS mother and the shooting of his exgirU' riend and another student Pearl High School in Brandon,
Mississippi. Woodhamallegedlyheadedthecult,knownas'I<rO£h,'
holding meetings at his home. Prosecutors claimed the cult was
involvedwithsatanicworsh ipandconspiracytocommitmurder.
Woodham's lawyerstated hewould plead notguil t ytothecharges.

Amtrack strike averted
Labor and management leaders agreed to av01d a stnke and
extended their contract talks for a week. Although the rwo sides
are still farf rom agreeing on wage issues, the week extension will
allow Amtrack w explore alternative plans to continue train
operation if the workersdosttilce. If the workers were rosttilce at
a later date, an estimated 500.000 train riders in the Nonheast
states would be affected.

Misfired cannon causes iniurv
RUNWAY 10-28
Designed by Joe Wholley

These i ncidems arethreeof the
seven that have been repo rted
since the high 1y publicized incurSidn on Ocr. 1, 'Wl\!H «Cimtlnenta !charter carrying the Cleveland
Indians used an incorrectrunway
entra nee and attempted to take
off on the wrong runway.
Airport officials told the media last Monday that long range
expansion plans include a new
runway and taxiway to be finished by 1999. This should eliminate most of the problem areas
where runways and taxiways intersect, especially in the complicated northeast end of the airport.
Officials are uncertain why
the steps taken thus far, including
the warning lights and rerouting
of taxiways, have not reduced the
number of runway mishaps.
Other attempts toalleviate this
problem include the intention of
airport officials to meet with the
airlines' station managers based
at Hopkins and request that they
explain the complicated north-

ern end of the airport to the pilots.
Additionally, Cleveland City
Council ap roved the use of fed eralll'nd ciryfunds to begin Installation of another set of warning
lights to be embedded in the pave·
ment at the stop line.
Sheehan informed the media
that if work began on Thursday as
sc heduled, the new lights should
be installed by Nov.l4, well before
the holiday travel rush.
The problems at Hopkins airport have materialized intoacampaign issue between White and
Councilwoman Helen Smith, both
candidates for mayor.
Smith told the media that
White claimed that the runway
incursions were not a serious problem, and that White accused her
of turning it into a political issue.
"We have the ultimate responsibility for safety at Hopkins,"
Smith said in a statement to the
media. "I regret it is taking so much
time for the mayor to move on issues of safety to the city."

Teenager Brett Vicchrilli was thrown l8f eetin theairafi.eracanon
misfired at a Civil War re--enactment inCincmnari. According to
police officer Danny Davis, a charge of gunpowder exploded as
Vicchrilli was assisting in the loading of a canon, and is now is In
serious condition at Children's Hospital Medical Center. Davis
said the teen was under supervision, and there was no evidence of
negilgent behavior. The battle was part of an annual community
festival, with about 800 peop\e attending the ~vent Spectators

Preside~r~~!~~~~ U5'

position on how tofightglobal warming. Buckling under pressure
from environmental groups. Clinton has explor~d ways to limir
theproductionof greenhouse gases which are thought tocontribute
rothegradual warming of the planet Clintonstatedthathisplan
would cut the U.S. production of greenhouse gas emissions and
said newly developing nations should not be excluded from
emmision limitations. Talks began last week on ways to fight
global warming in preparation for the climate chang~: conference

In japan, scheduled to take place in December.

World Briefs we recompiled by Sara£ Buss. Assistant World News
Editor, with the aid ofwlrt sources.
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Clinton campaign fundraising practices under attack
Sara E. Buss
Asststant World News Edttor
Videotapes, White House
phone calls and Buddh1st nunsthe search for meaning in thecampalgn finance abuse hearing continued this week.
The latest alleged scandal to
touch the White House 's
fundra1sing practices left theRepublicans screaming "Watergate"
and the Democrats circling their
political wagons
Republican Representative
D..tniel Burton from Indiana told
the press on CBS' Face the Nation
that he suspected portions of videotapes showing President
Clinton greeting donors at White
House Functions have been erased
or altered.
Burtonsaid,"We'regoingtotalk
tot he technicians, the people who
took all of the videotapes, and try
to get to the bot! om of it."
Burton,chairman of the House
Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, drew criticism for being partisan in his
search for campaign finance
abuses, and refused to work with
the Democrats on his committee,
perhaps because some of htsown
fundraising habits are suspect.
Thecomml[tee planned to hire
lip readers in an attempt to dis-

coverwhatClinton may have been
discussing with the potential donors to make sure they "get the
whole story," Burton said.
Clinton'scampdenied altering
ordeletingtapes. Mike McMurray,
press secretary for Clinton, told
C N reporters, "Chairman Burton has a fondness for theories that
border on the kooky."
White House officials claim
the portions of videotape Burton
refers to are not issues of inten tional deleting, but of how the
camera person chose todocument
the event.
Burton also criticized the
Clinton adm imstration for taking
too much time, seven months, to
turn over the tapes. This, Burton
said , was done to deli beratelym islead Congress.
The White House claimed they
released the vtdeotapes as soon as
they knew they existed- and said
they contained nQ[hingthatcould
possibly implicate the president
in any wrongdoing.
Donald Fowler, former Democratic Nat ion al Committee (DNC)
chairman went as far to say the
tapes actually exonerated
Clinton. "What these tapes demonstrate is our fundraising acti vities were conducted m accordance
with the law"

The misuse of White House
phones for making f undraising requests was also a major point of
contention for the Republican s.
Newsweek obtained phone records
fromtheWh iteHousewhichshow
at least six calls to top Democratic
party donors.
It is illegal to use federal offices
in the pursuit of campaign
fundraising, but the U.S. justice
Department does not consider the
White House residence as an officia I fed era I office.
Vice President Gore admit ted to
calling donors from his office m
the White House, but denied that
he broke any laws by doing this
because money he received was not
used for the federal election; this is
known as soft money, and it is used
for local elections and getting the
voters to turn out for elections.
However, The Washington Post
discovered that some of the funds
allegedly put in soft money accounts were actual! ytransferred to
hard money accounts, which is
used in federal elections.
The largest controversy a rose
not from the originating point of
the phone calls, but from Clinton's
use of DNC funds raised by these
phone calls for issue -based ads
which allegedly garnered more
political support for Clinton. In

tapes recently released from 1995,
Clinton was heard telling the DNC
donors that it was not necessary to
donate in federally sanctioned
blocks of $1,000. By doing this
through the DNC, Clinton skirted
campaign fund raising limits.
Senator Arlen Specter told Fox
reporters, 'Now we have it from the
president's own mouth that the
purpose of the money being raised
by the DNC was to promote his
own campaign ... a violation of federallaw."
Republicans continued to pressureAttorneyGeneralJanet Reno
to assign an independent council,
and cited the videotapes and phone
records as major evidencesupponing their view:
Reno has been criticized for allowing loyalty to stand in the way
of an appointment, and has yet to
make a decision and continues to
investigate the matter herself.
Rahm Emanuel, White House
advisor, said the issue-based ads
were legal. He told ABC's This
Week, 'lin the 1996 election] the
Federal Elect ion Commission's
former counsel, and Democratic
and Republican parties'counsel,all
agree with these issue ads run by
both candidates, and both parties
rather, were appropriate."
Despite the legalities Clinton

officials cling to, high ranking
members of the Democratic
party criticized the campaign finance abuse issue as potentially
devastating to American politics.
Former Presidentjimmy Carter
was especially vocal, telling
CNN, "!this isl the most embarrassing and debilitating thing
I've seen evolve in the political
structure in our country."
Gore is further plagued with
allegations of illegally solicited
donations from an event at a Buddhist tern pie in California in 1995.
The Buddhist nuns were required to testify before the committee, and they revealed that
guest lists and receipts from the
event have disappeared from
their records.
Democrats commented that
these allegations of misconduct
will hurt Vice President Gore's
expected campaign for the presidency in the year 2000.
Potential competitor for the
Democratic ticket in 2000, Senator Bob Kerrey of Nebraska, ac knowledged that while Gore and
Clinton have done nothing illegal by using the DNC to raise
funds indirectly for their personal campaigns, it was improper to manipulate the system
in that way.

Israel's attorney general sed\s ex1radition ofMaryJand youth
Erin O'Donnell
Staff Reporter
lsrael'sat torney general agreed
on Monday to the extradition of
the 17-year-old Maryland boy

charged with the brutal slaying
of a man found in a vacant house
in Aspen Hill, Md.
A ne tghborreportedlyrecalled
seeing Samuel Sheinbein and an-

other youth around 6:00or6:30p.m.
pushing a garden cart which contained something wrapped in a
blue plastic tarp along a deserted
path between the Sheinbein house

The University of Notre Dame
is pleased to announce the establishment of its

Master of Science in

Accountancy

program

The M.S. in Accountancy program is a two-semester, 30-hour
program designed to meet AACSB accreditation requirements
and to satisfy the 150-hour education requirement adopted by
the AI CPA for membership and by 37 states and jurisdictions for
licensure as a CPA.
Students enrolled in the M.S. in Accountancy program may
specialize in one of three tracks:
• Financial Reporting and Assurance Services
• Tax Services
• Managerial Accounting and Operations

All three specialization tracks include core courses in negotiation
and consulting. Students then have the opportunity to focus their
educational experience to meet their individual goals and
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If you are a high-potential student who wishes to develop the
kinds of advanced skills that will set you apart and provide you
with superior opportunities in the accounting and business wond
of tomorrow, we invite you to consider the opportunities the
Notre Dame M.S. in Accountancy program provides.
For more infomnation contact
Margot O'Brien, J.D., CPA
Program Administrator, M.S. in Accountancy program
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Or visit our home page at
http:/fwww.nd.edu/-acctdepVmaster.htm

and a vacant house in the neighborhood on Sept. 16.
The unnamed neighbor as
quoted by The Washington Post on
Oct. 20 said, "Darned if that isn't
Sam, l wonder what he's doing."
Montgom ery County Police officially charged Sheinbein and
Aaron Needle,l7, of the murder on
Sept. 23 after the burned body of
Alfredo Enrique Tello, Jr., 19, was
found in the vacant house on Sept.
19. The burned body, missing its
arms and legs, was found inside
plastic bags.
Needle was apprehended in
Greenbelt, Md. and is being held in
the Montgomery County jail wi thout bond on charges of first degree
murder while Sheinbein fled to Israel after learning he was a suspect
in the murder.
It is believed by Montgomery
County officials that Sheinbein's
father Sol Sheinbein, 53, and
brother Robert Sheinbein helped
Sam flee to Israel after learning of
the pending charges.
The victim was last seen leaving work with Sheinbein and
Needle early in the week of Sept. 9.
A former co-worker of Sol
Sheinbein told The Washington
Post, "He was a sweet man ,a family
man," and he cannot believe that
Sol would help his son escape.
According to Israeli officials, the
original problem with extraditing
Sheinbein stemmed from Israeli
law which extends ci tizensh i ponto
the children of Israeli citizens, and
it was believed that Sheinbein's father was an Israeli citizen.
For this reason, Sheinbein
claimed Israeli citizenship. Israeli
officialsoriginallyagreedand validated the claim by saying that
Sheinbein will be forced to stand
trial in Israel
However, on Monday, the original deciswn to allow Sheinbein to
remain in Israel was overturned.
Pressure from many American
jewish Organizations and Montgomery County officials mounted
over the original decision, promoting the perception that U.S.-fsraeli

relations could possibly be
strained or damaged.
The new decision was handed
down from Israeli Anorney General Eliakim Rubenstein stating
that Sheinbein was indeed not
an Israeli citizen and that he
should be sent back to the United
States to stand trial.
U.S. Embassyofficialsdidcaution Montgomery officials by
saying that the justice Ministry's
statement does not necessarily
represent a final decision in favor of extradition.
Israeli legal experts believe
Sheinbein has a chance to regain
Israeli citizenship in court. This
is possible because the government officials have shown a difference of opinion concerning
the issue.
Sheinbein and his family's attorney Paul T. Stein plan to fight
the ruling that he must return to
the United States and stand trial.
Friends and acquaintances
describe Sheinbein as a privileged teenager with past experiences. with drugs, trouble with
the law and tense family relations. As long as people can remember, Sheinbein was fascinated with crime and crime oriented activity.
In a recent statement to the
media, a 17 year-old classmate
said, "He was like a mastermind.
Stuff you hear about people doing, he could really do-like use
credit cards to open doors, disarm burglar alarm systems. He
had special dorhing that he said
lint wouldn't come off."
Those who remember
Sheinbein from hisdaysasastudent at the Charles E. Smith jewish Day School in Rockville,
Maryland, confirm his fascination with crime.
In grades eight and nine,
Shem be in was already breaking
into homes and cars, police confirm Friends say they saw the
stolen equipment, gloves and
masks Sheinbein used in his
crime sprees.
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Runway mishaps continue:
Mayor calls for FAA investigation
Meagan Lynch
World News Editor
Two planes moved without
rlearance onto active runways
at Cleveland Hopkms International Airport Sunday, bringing the number of runway mishaps to 17 this year and prompting Mayor Michael R. White to
require that the airlines and the
Federal Aviation Administration deal with this potentially
dangerous problem.
City officials informed the
media of a series of steps they
hope will indicate the cause of
the problem, beginning with
White's request to the FAA to
se nd a special team of inspectors into the airport to investigate the problem.
White will also set up a
meeting with airline representatives and city officials to figure out how to stop pi lots from
ignoring flashing stop signa ls
and moving onto the runway
pr1or to rece1vmg permission
from the control tower.
"Do we have a safety problem' Theanswerisyes,"Cleveland Ports Director William
Cunningham told the media.
Moving onto a runway without clearance puts a plane in
danger of collision with ai rcra ft
attempting to take off or land.
Thirteen of the 17 incidents,
ca lied incursions, were due to
pilot deviations, meaning the pilot fa iled to obey the stop signals.
Hopkins had nine incursions

I;\

t ~r. th~

most o any atrpon

in the nation. The mayorandother
offic1alsacknowledged that given
the number of incidents to date,
Hopkins may lead the nation in
FAA-reponed incursions for the
second year in a row.
"We hold the sa fety of travelers
sacrosanct in the city of Cleveland,"Whitesaid in a statement to
the media.
Flashing warning lights recently were installed to correct
problems at the intersection of a
taxiway and three runways at the
northeaster n corner of the airport
on Sept. lB. However, despite this
change. five additional incursions
have occurred.
Sunday's incursions involved a
Continental plane and a Delta airliner, Airport Commissioner
Stephan Sheehan told the media.
These follow an incident on Tuesday and another one on Fr iday.

Microsoft monopoly examined

The northeast comer of
Cleveland Hopkins
International Airport. This
point is the scene of most of
the incidents.

The US. justice Department is investigating Microooft Corp. for
violating antitrust laws. Microooft allegedly forced computer
manufactures into including their Internet browsers as part of
software packages that are preloaded in to new computers. Justice
Depanmemoff icialsurged rhecourtsin a petition tofineMicroooft
$1 million each day until the violauons are resolved Bill Gates,
CEO of Microsoft, defended the company's practices, stating that
personal computer users want easy access to the Internet rhrough
Windows '95.

Teen cult members indicted
Six teens were charged with plotting the murders of sevcra l fellow
high school students Luke Woodham, 16, is facmg 12 charges,
including the stabbing of his mother and the shooting of his exgirlfriend and anomer student Pearl High School in Brandon,
Mississippi. Woodham allegedly headed thecult,knownas 'Krorh,'
holding meetings at his home. Prosecutors claimed the cult was
involved with satanic worshipandconspiracy to commit murder.
Woodham'slawycrstatedhewouldpleadnotguiltytothecharges.

Am track strike averted
Labor and management leaders agreed to avoid a strike and
extended their contract talks for a week. Although the two sides
are still far from agreeing on wage issues, the week ex tension will
allow Amtrack to explore alternative plans to oontlnue train
operation if the workers do SIJ'ilce. If the workers were to SU1.ke at
a later date. an estimated 500,000 train rlders in the Northeast
states would be affected.

Misfired cannon causes in1urv
RUNWAY 10-28
Designed by Joe Whalley

These incidentsarethreeof the
seven that have been reported
since the high 1ypubhcized incurs16n on Ocr. r. wll!H ll'Ctrntinenta l charter carrying the Cleveland
Indians used an incorrect runway
entrance and attempted to take
off on the wrong runway.
Airport officials told the media last Monday that long range
expansion plans include a new
runway and taxiway to be finished by 1999. This should eliminate most of the problem areas
where runways and taxiways intersect, especially in the complicated northeast end of the airport
Officials are uncertain why
the steps taken thus far, including
the warning lights and rerouting
of taxiways, have not reduced the
number of runway mishaps.
Other attempts to alleviate this
problem include the intention of
airport officials to meet with the
airlines' station managers based
at Hopkins and request that they
explain the complicated north-

ern end of the airport to the pilots.
Additionally, Cleveland City
Council approved the use of federalandcttyfundsto begin Installation of another set of warning
lights to be embedded in the pavement at the stop line.
Sheehan informed the media
that if work began on Thursday as
scheduled, the new lights should
be instalied by Nov.14, well before
the holiday travel rush.
The problems at Hopkins airport have materialized intoacampaign issue between White and
Councilwoman HelenSmith, both
candidates for mayor.
Smith told the media that
White claimed that the runway
incursionswerenotaserious problem, and that White accused her
o[ turning it into a political issue.
"We have the ultimate responsibility for safety at Hopkins,"
Smith said in a statement to the
media. "I regret it is mkingsomuch
time for the mayor to move on issues of safety to the city."

Teenager Brett Vicchrilli was thrown IS feet in theairafteracanon
misfired at a Civil War re-enactment in Cincinnati Accardi ng to
police officer Danny Davis. a charge of gunpowder exploded as
Vicchrilli was assisting in the loading oC a canon, and is now is in
serious condition at Children's Hospital Medical Center. Davis
said the teen was under supervision, and there was no evidence of
negilgent behavior. The battle was part of an annual community
festiva~ with about 800 people attending the event Spectalor5

Preside9~~~r~~~l~
position on how tofightglobal warming. Buckling under pressure

US'

from environmental groups. Clinton has explored ways to limit
the production of greenhouse gases which are thoughttocontribute
to the gradual warming of the planet Clinton stated that his plan
would cut the U.S. production of greenhouse gas emissions and
said newly developing nations should not be excluded [rom
emmision limitations. Talks began last week on ways to fight
global warming in preparadonfor theclimatechangeoonference
in japan, scheduled to take place in December.

WorldBr14's we recompiled bySaraEBuss,A.s:slstant World News
Editor, with theaidof wire sources.
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Preserving the past
Colleen Masny
Staff Reporter
Have you ever had the opportuntty ro hold a piece of history in
the palm of your hand? Alan
Stephenson,assoctate professor of
commumcations at john Carroll
University, knows exactly what it
fee ls It keto have such a close relationship wtth hmory
"How much closer can you get
to htstory than holding an actual
piece of paper tn your hand from
that time period?" asked
Stephenson, who has a personal
collection of over 250genuinc his-

torical documents.
Stephenson has always been
interested in history and received
his undergraduate degree m this
field. He worked in television for
abom 20 years creating historical
documentary films and has been
teaching classes m the Carroll
communications depanmem
about visual medta, film and televtston smce 1985.
Stephenson began collecting
historical documents as a hobby
whenhewasateenager. His interest was sparked at the age of 15
when his great-uncle gave him a

couple of documents. Since that
time, he has added manymteresting pieces tO hts connnuously
growing collection.
The majonty of Stephenson's
documents date from the 1700s
and 1800s, although there are
some older pteces mcludmgan authentic Btble page from 1420
"I try to look for documents
which give mformauon about
how people lived and commumcated-things which allow us to
get inside of situations and get a
sense of the times," Stephenson
said concerning his collection.
Some of the
documen ts
in
Stephenson'scollection do give us a
sense of the times.
A Civil War soldier
wrote an obviously
loving lette r to his
wife, ye t the letter
opens with a very
formal "Dear wife,"
w hi ch was appropri ate during tha t
time period.
Stephenson also
owns a 1906 menu
from the Colonial
Hotel Restaurant in
C le veland whi ch
indicates that one
could purchase
roast chicken or
cold lobster for $1
F<>•
and frog legs for
The history-keeper: Alan Stephenson, associate professor of
only 75 cents.
communications at JCU, proudly displays some of his many historical
A doc tor's bil l
from 1933 shows a
$10 charge for surgery. "1 like to
take this bill and show it to my
doc tors n ow, just fo r fu n,"
Stephenson joked.
Ot her documents reveal that
certain things never change. In
1850, a college student wrote to
his motherexplaining that he was
broke and begging her to send
money. "This letter seems just li ke
it wa s w ritten yesterda y,'
Stephenson sa id.
Steph enson does not simply
talk about his collec tion-heallows people to experience the
documents for themselves. For
exam ple, he not only tells his stude nts about the di scrimination
th at ex isted again st Native
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Playground of dreams
Two Carroll students hope to build a safe,fun place for
inner city kids to play and grow

0

»r.a Fesl

Wanted; reward offered: Stephenson holds a bulletin
seeking information on a suspect wanted for grand
larceny.
Americans in the late 1800s and robber, yet he wou ld not revea l the
early 1900s. He allows them to see name unt il he received a reward.
Ste ph e nson purchases his
anactua l l909documendrom the
U.S. Department of Interior Affairs documents through auctions on
that highlights th e lack of Native the Internet and dea lersacross the
American rights. A NativeAmeri- country. The pieces range in price
can man had to obtain this docu- from about $30 to $60. He cove rs
ment so th at he would have per- all his pieces in acid-free plastic
mission to sell one cow. Without sleeves or mounts them on a spethis written certificate of permis- cial type of cardboard. Stephenson
sion, he would be subject to im- makes an effort to protect them
since he views himself not as the
prisonment with hard labor.
Other interestingdoc uments in owner, but as a caretaker.
his collec tion i nc! ude: a marriage license from 1810, an "I
merely
ua-•..,.,
order during the
Civ il War for yards
These documents
of blue cloth for soldiers' u niforms, a aoing to survive
lot
wolf
scalping 6'
bounty poster and lon,d,er than I
an 1827 handbill
b'
promoting use of the
Erie Canal.
Alan Stephenson
Some int riguing
persona I letters are
"lammerelya custod ian. These
also incl uded in Steph enson's collec tion, such as a letter requesting documents are going to survive a
the purchase of a slave na med lot longert han lam," he sa id. "They
Eliza. Another letter was wri tten are pieces of American history. It
bya detecti veto astore owner. Th e is part of my responsibility to
owner had been robbed, and the ·make sure they are passed on to
detec tive knew the idemity of th e future generations."
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1993 Toyota Tercel- Low miles, 5 speed, 2 dr., nice car $4,850
1988 Toyota Tercel- 96K miles, runs great. Only $2,600
1984 Mercedes Benz-190 E, one owrer, German quality, $5,900
1984 BMW- 318i, 2 dr., silver, 88K miles $3,900
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Jane Rich
Staff Reporter
Good things come to those who care
enough tomake adi ffere nce. Two john Ca rroll Uni versity students,juniorj ulie Thorud
and se nior Grant Mast, were dream ing of a
service project th at would give discouraged
Cleve land inner ci ty child ren a chance to
build some self -esteem.
This project would aim toempower child ren by creatin g a safe playground, according to Mast. The project would help build
bridges between the Ca rroll commu ni ty,
inner city children an d othe r age ncies interested in working with youth
Thorud and Mast were each recipients
of the $1,000 Ca mpion Service Award. The
award gave them a sta rting point for th e
playground project, which they named
MPower2Play. The stud ents' vision is to
bri ng together many Cleveland children
an d allow them to create and build their
ow n, safe playground.
"This project is no t about a res um e, or
public relations, or john Carroll ," Mast said.
"It is about empowering the kids:
Both Thorud and Mast said that they
would li ke to see the playground be acces·
sihle to disabled people,and have items such
as an outdoor stage, benches, a grass field
and four-square blocks. Having children

tions suc h as Nike, whic h
builds playgrounds out of
recycled tennis shoes.
' We are looking into all
poss1 ble
resources,'
Thorud sa id . 'We have
even considered using an
intern as the architect and
look to the community to
play 1he lead role in the
actual build ing.'
For liability reasons,
Thorud and Mast must also
find a you th agency to
maintai n the upkeep of the
playground.
Thorud and Mast hope
that they can overcome
these challenges with the
help of a committee. Presently, eight students who
share the same vision of
empowering kids have
com e together to work on
MPower2Piay. They are
currently looking for oth·
ers who enjoy working
with Cleveland inner city
children and have some
time on their hands.
"I want this project to be
PhotO COUntS)'
a successa nd it will be a lot Time to play: MPower2Piay hopes t o one day
easier if we can bri ng to- offer inner city children a playground simil ar t o
11
This project is not
geth er as ma ny enthusias- shown above.
ticjCUstudentsas possible
playground. These events would encour·
to help," Thorud said.
about resume, or
The committee will work together with age the children to build their self·esteem
public relations, or John Cleveland city officials and youth agencies even after the project is fin ished.
Many inner city playgrounds are taken
1o helpcompletethe work Thorud and Mast
over b ra[fiti, an s and drugs shon\.y
began. All these various groups workin
together on this project will be an lmpor· artert eya'teconstructed. ThorudandMast
hope MPower2Play will tap into all availempowering the kids." tant step in beginning to build bridges be- able
resources to create a connection for
tween the Carroll community and the
people involved in this project Many people
Cleveland area youth agencies.
Grant Mast
A long term goal which MPower2Play turn their heads to the problems in the inhopes to accomplish is to develop a special- ner ci ty. This project will give people in the
design a playground , build it and actually ized organization. This organiza tion will Carroll community and Cleveland area the
see and use the finished product would give continue to help manage the playground opportunity to lend a helpi ng hand and
and the children who play there even after make a change.
them a great deal of pride.
if anyone is interested in helping with
Some challenges will face MPower2Play it is built.
One idea was to have ajCU fraternity or MPower2PJay, contact Grant Mast at J82before the building begins. The first step is
0740orJulie Thorud at 397-5282.
to find a suitable location for the play· sorority work on the
gro und. This loca tion should be where project as part of their
1here is the largest amount of kids, perhaps charter service duties.
near a school or an agency, ina safe area that Anot her possibility was
to develop an organiza·
needs a playground .
"Those twofactorsof necessityand safety tion that would be solely
go hand -in -hand ,' Mast said.
responsible for the whole
The new playground should also be a project after it is complacet hat is accesi ble for parents to see their pleted.
The long term goals
..:hildren play.
The next challenge for Thorud and Mast of MPower2Play, howis to raise $50,000-$80,000 to start bui !ding ever, are not just to build
a playground, but also to
the complex.
' We would like to build the playground hold different events
in a ward that is willing to help us get the there throughou t th e
necessary donat ion,' Mast said .
year. Some examples
They have several other ideas for raising would be clean-up day, a
the money including alumni who are big science fair, theater
~ upporters of the Campion Award. They
workshops or even a
w ill also look intodonationsfrom corpora- fundraisertoexpand the

a
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Mary Beth Brooks
Job position at JCU: Secretary at
the Center for Community Servtce
What do you like most about
your job1: Worl<ing with the
students and finding a suitable place
for them to do community service.
Favorite restaurant: Tasty Pizza
I like the pizza and the relaxed way
the res1aurant operates.
Which television show would
you never mlssl: The Cleveland
Indians in the playoffs and the World
Series.
Which woman in history do
you most admire?: I don't have
to go far back into history to admire
my mother the most She has great
faith in God and has a tremendous
abundance of energy.
When you're not at work,
what do you do?: I'm always busy
at one th1ng or another. womng.
walking. IN'Orlcing at home or worl<ing
in the yard.
Favorite color: When you're my
age, color is not important I'm just
happy to enjoy them all, although I
am truly amazed at nature's colors,
especially the color of the sky.
Best advice to students: Be kind
and
of one another.
-
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~ byJima [li1anco,

Kat·• Ju.,....

Sut1t1y's G-ulf Coast G-rill
•Beachcomber buckets with fresh seafood
•Convenient Cedar Center Location
•Salads and sandwich
~
•Cheeseburger in Paradise

;g~

•Daily Blue Plate Specials

13915 Cedar Road, South Euclid, Ohio 44118
(216) 321-1226
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Preserving the past
Colleen Masny

toncal documents.
Stephenson has always been
interested in history and received
h1s undergraduate degree m this
field . lie worked in televiswn for
about 20 yearscreatmg historical
documentary ftlms and has been
teaching classes in the Carroll
commumcauons department
about v1sual med1a, film and television since 1985.
Stephenson began collecting
historical documents as a hobby
when he was a teenager. His interest was sparked at the age of 15
when his great-uncle gave him a

couple of documents. Since that
Staff Reporter
time, he has added many interestHave you ever had the opporing pieces to his conunuously
tuntty to hold a piece of history in
growing collecuon.
the palm of your hand? Alan
The majorny of Stephenson's
Stephenson,associate professor of
documents date from the 1700s
commumcat1ons at john Carroll
and 1800s, although there are
Umversity, knows exactly what it
some older p1eces includmganaufeels l1 keto have such a close relathemic B1ble pagefrom 1420.
tionship w1th lmoory.
"I try to look for documents
"How much closer can you get
which give information about
to history than holdmg an actual
how people lived and communipiece of paper m your hand from
cated-thmgs which allow us to
that ume period?" asked
get inside of situauons and get a
sense of the times," Stephenson
Stephenson, who has a personal
said concerning his collection.
collecuon of over 250genuine hisSome of the
documents
in
Stephenson'scollection do give us a
sense of the times.
A Civ!l War soldier
wrote an obviously
loving letter to his
wife, yet the letter
opens with a very
formal "Dea r wife,"
which was appropnate during that
time period.
Stephenson also
owns a 1906 menu
from the Colonial
Hotel Restaurant in
Cleveland which
indicates that one
could purchase
roast chicken or
cold Lobster for $1
s.nF.,.
and frog legs for
The history-keeper: Alan Stephenson, associate professor of
only 75 cents.
corrmunications at JCU, proudly displays some of his many historical
A doctor's bill
from 1933 shows a
$10 charge for surgery. "!like to
take th is bill and show it w my
doctors now, j ust for fun ,"
Stephenson joked.
Other documents reveal that
certain things never change. In
1850, a college student wrote to
his motherexplaini ng that hew as
broke and begging her to send
money. "Thisletterseems just like
it was wr itten yesterday,"
Stephenson said.
Stephenson does not simply
talk about his collection-heallows people to experience the
documents for themselves. for
example, he not on ly tell s his st udents about th e discrimination
that existed against Native

TO AIL1HE SIGNS 1HAT MAKE
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Playground of dreams
Two Carroll students hope to build a safe, fun place for
inner city kids to play and grow

0

Jane Rich
Staff Reporter

S:u2 fest

Wanted; reward offered: Stephenson holds a bulletin
seeking information on a suspect wanted for grand
larceny.
Americans in the late 1800s and robber, yet he would not reveal the
earlyl900s. Heallowsthemtosee name u mil he received a reward .
Stephenson purchas es his
anactuall909document rrom the
U.S. Department of lnterior Affairs documents through auctions on
that highlights the Lack of Native the Internet and deale rs across the
American rights. A Native Ameri- country. The pieces range in price
can man had to obtain this docu- from about $30 to $60. He covers
ment so that he would have per- all his pieces in acid-free plastic
mission to sell one cow. Without sleeves or mounts them on a spethis written certificate of permis- cial type of cardboard. Stephenson
sion, he would be subject to im- makes an effort to protect th em
since he views himself not as the
prisonment with hard labor.
Otherinterestingdocumentsin owner, but as a caretaker.
hi s collection include: a marriage license from l810. an "I
merely
order during the
Civil War for yards
These documents are
of blue cloth for soldiers' uniforms, a aoing
survive lot
wolf
scalping 6>'

am

ust•"'lran.

to

a
'on,a,er than I am."
''
6>'

baumy poster and
an 1827 handbill
promoting use of the
Erie CanaL
Alan Stephenson
Some intriguing
personal letters are
"Iam merely ac ustodian . These
also included in Stephenson's collection,such as a letter requesting documents are going to s urvive a
the purchase of a slave named lot longert han lam," hesaid. "They
Eliza. Another letter was wrmen are pieces of American history. It
by a detective to a store owner. The is part of my responsibil ity to
owner had been robbed, and the ' make sure they are passed on to
detective knew the identity of the future generations."

Great Cars for Low Dough

DRIVING A LITilE SAFER,
WE'D UKE 10ADD ONE MORE.

1992 Mazda Miata.- 53,000 miles, red convertible $7,500
1991 Mazda Protege- 73K miles, auto. 4 door, blue $4,400

Even though your ability to drive a car is seriously Impaired at a
blood alcohol level of .08, most states only prosecute at .I0 or higher.
We'd like every state to make .08 the blood aloohollimit
'- If you want to help, please call or write your state legislators,
T<Jiether we can make this a sign of lire.

1993 Toyota Tercel- Low miles, 5 speed, 2 dr., nice car $4,850
1988 Toyota Tercel- 96K miles, runs great. Only $2,600
1984 Mercedes Benz-190 E, one owner, German quality, $5,900
1984 BMW- 318i, 2 dr., silver, 88K miles $3,900

2950 Mayfield Rd.
Clevelcm Heights

216-321-9100

TTL down with approved credit minimum 1 year

Good things come to those who care
enough to make a difference. Two john Carroll University students,juniorjulie Thorud
and senior Grant Mast, were dreaming of a
<;erv ice projCCt that would give discouraged
Cleveland inner city children a chance to
huild some sel f -esteem.
This project would aim toempowerchildren by creating a safe playground , according to Mast. The project would help bui ld
bridges be tween the Carroll comm unity,
inner city children and other agencies interested in working with youth.
Thorud and Mast were each recipients
of the $1,000 Campion Service Award. The
award gave them a start ing point for the
pl ayground project, which they named
MPower2Play. The stud ents' vision is to
bring together many Cleveland chi ldren
and allow them to create and build their
ow n, safe playground.
"This project is not about a resume, or
public relations, orjohnCarroll," Mast said.
"It is about empowering the kids."
Both Thorud and Mast sai d that they
would like to see the playground be accessible to disabled people, and haveitemssuch
as an outdoor stage, benches, a grass field
and four-square blocks. Having children

urhis project is not
about a resume, or
public relations, or John

.- ...oiL 1 .
empowering the kids."
Grant Mast
uesign a playground, build it and ac tuall y
see and use thefi.nished product would give
them a great deal of pride.
Somechallengeswill face MPower2Play
before the building begins. The first step is
to find a su itable location for the playground. This location shou ld be where
th ere is the largest amount of kids, perhaps
near a school or anagency, in asafearea that
needs a playground.
"Those twofactors of necessityand safety
go hand-in · hand,' Mast said.
The new playground should also be a
place that is accesi ble for parents to see their
children play.
The next challenge forThorud and Mast
is toraise$50,000-$80,000 to start building
the complex.
"We would like to build the playground
in a ward th at is willing whelp us get the
necessary donation,' Mast said .
They have several other ideas for raising
the money including alumni who are big
supporters of the Campion Award. They
will also look into donations from corpora-

tions such as Nike. which
builds playgrounds out of
recycled tennis shoes.
'We are looking into all
possible
resources,"
Thorud said. 'We have
even considered using an
intern as the architect and
look to the comm unity to
play the lead role in the
actua l build in g.'
for liability reasons,
Thorudand Mast must also
find a youth agency to
mainta in the upkeep of the
playground .
Thorud and Mast hope
that they can overcome
these challenges with the
help of a com mittee. Presently, eight students who
share the same vision of
empowering kids have
come together to work on
MPower2Play. They are
currently looking for others who enjoy working
with Cleveland inner city
children and have some
time on their hands.
"I want this project to be
PhetOCOUI'tt!l)' of )u.llt Tbonld
a success and it will be a lot Time to play: MPower2Piay hopes to one day
easier if we can bring to- offer inner city children a playground similar to
gether as many ent husias- shown above.
ticjCU students as possible
playground. These events would encourto help," Thorud said.
The committee will work together with age the children to build their self-esteem
Cleveland city officials and youth agencies even after the project is finished .
Many inner city playgrounds are taken
to hel pcomplete the work Thorud and Mast
over b raffiti, an s and drugs shonly
began. All these various group workin
together on this project will be an Impor- afiert eymconstructed. ThorudandMast
tant step in beginning to build bridges be- hope MPower2Play will tap into all availtween the Carroll community and the able resources to create a connection for
people involved in this project. Many people
Cleveland area youth agencies.
A long term goal which MPower2Play turn their heads to the problems in the inhopes to accomplish is to develop a special- ner city. This project will give people in the
ized organization. This organization will Carroll community and Cleveland area the
continue to help manage the playground opportunity to lend a helping hand and
and the children who play there even after make a change.
If anyone is interested in helping with
it is built.
One idea wasta haveajCU fraternity or MPower2Piay, contact Grant Mast at 3820740orJulie Thorud at 397-5282.
sorority work on the
prOJCCt as part of their
charter service duties.
Another possibility was
to develop an organization that would be solely
responsibleforthewhole
project after it is completed.
The long term goals
of MPower2Play, however, are not just to build
a playground, but also to
hold different events
there throughout the
year. Some examples
would beclean-upday,a
sc ience fair, theater
workshops or even a
fundraisertoexpand the

•Beachcomber buckets with fresh seafood
•Convenient Cedar Center Location
•Salads and sandwich
~
•Cheeseburger in Paradise

~d_·Daily .Blue Plale Specials

13915 Cedar Road, South Euclid, Ohio 44118
(216) 321-1226

Mary Beth Brooks
Job position at JCU: Secretary at
the Center for Community Service
What do you like most about
your job?: Working with the
students and finding a suitable place
for them to do community service.
Favorite restaurant: Tasty Pizza
I like the pizza and the relaxed way
the restaurant operates.
Which television show would
you never mlu1: The Cleveland
Indians in the playoffs and the World
Series.
Which woman in history do
you most admire?: I don't have
lo go far back into h1story to admire
my mother the most She has great
faith in God and has a tremendous
abundance of energy.
When you're not at work,
what do you do?: I'm always busy
at one thing or another wori<Jng.
walbng. worlcing at home or womng
in the yard.
Favorite color: When you're my
age, color is not important I'm JUst
happy to enjoy them all. although I
am truly amazed at nature's colors,
especially the color of the sky.
Best advice to students: Be kind
and
of one another.

-("""""by"""'

Photo by Katoo Junaon.
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QuiMh Your fhlnt 1ft AMaJor l.eagua Wayl
Slide Headfirst htto Hottte at the INN JE1WEEN aMd Show

Your Support for Your Favorite Ho~tte f eattt. Now for a
Litttited fittte, You can Purchase a CLEVELANP IN PlANS ALL
SfAR MUt Filled with the FOUNTAIN Soda Jeverage of
Your choice for Only •t.t9. IMside is a CoupoM for a Free
Refill. Future Refills will Cost •1.09.
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Kristen Stlh
Staff Reporter
Welcome co the mghtmare.
With Halloween upon us, one of
ten fmds themselves on the trail
that pulls them to a destmatton
unknown. full of the scariest,
creepiest,goriest:,eeriest,hair·raismg, spt ne-n ngli ng.and bone chilling experiences one can encounter Fvemually, the trail ends, tak·
mg its riders to the premier
haunted houses within the Cleveland area.
Blood view Haunted House was
voted the Best Haunted House in
the Cleveland area by Scene Maga:::t ne readers ltfeatures the acting
and make-up effects of the
ightmare's Society, and the actors work outstde the haunted
house as well as inside.
In its sixteenth year of business, the house contains 18 rooms
in a self standing building where
the cast focuses its work on the
tormenttng of teenagers. Rooms
tnclude the Meat Locker, Hill billy
Porch, Tilt Floor Room which tilts
1he people, and The Asylum where
one woman passed out this year.

Sarah McLach !an,whose latest CD Su rjact rtg debuted this
summer in Billboard's Top 10,
wtll perform Wednesday at
Cleveland's Music Hall.
This Canadian songstress
was the founder and lead performer at this summer's Lilith
l'arr fest ivai. a narronal tour of
women mus real artists tnclud
ing Jewel, Fiona Apple, Tracy
Chapma n, Lisa Loeb and others.
Her current single, Building

She thought she had extted the Room of Doors Maze,Swam p, and
room when a nasty character the Spotted Room wrth an
JUmped out in frontof her and she Animatronic Frankenstein.
Geared towards scares and terfainted Last year, three people
ror, the house is poorly ln, creatpassed out .
Bloodview is a non-profit mga dark and dingy atmosphere.
haunted house, and all of its pro
On October 21 and 24, Cane
ceeds are donated to the charines Hodder who plays jason in the
American Heart Association and Friday the 13th movies will be apthe National Cancer Foundation. pearing and sigmng autographs.
The cost toemeris$6.00,and $1 00
The Haunted House will be
for a repeat the same night
open Thursday and Sunday from
It is open through Nov. l on 7 p.m. - lO p.m., and Friday and
Friday and Saturday from 8 p.m.- Saturday from 7 p.m. unnl mid12 a.m., and Sunday and Thurs- night. Formoreinformation,call
day from 8 p.m. - lO p.m. To get l-800-467 -0820
there, exit l-77 at Route 82 West
W ildwood Waterpark pre"Broadview Heights" on Towpath sents the Underworld, featuring
Road. For more information, call the Legions of Terror. It is a non·
profit organizanon which uses
526-9148
The Mortuary Haunted Theme the same cast of actors each year.
Park, prcse nted by Fu n-N -Stuff They wear rea listie costumes, laon 661 East Hi ghla nd Road, tex, and no masks.
It is a newly constructed
Macedonia, features the Haunted
House, the Laser Tron Futuristic haunted house, and is the only
Ntghtmare, and 18 holes of gol£. one which is handicapped accesThe house contains numerous sible. The rooms are made with
rooms such as the Guillotine Ex- Hollywood quality and umque
ecut ton, Morgue, Meat Locker,Old designs, and the house contains
Barn, Killing Santa Claus Living covered waiting areas.
Thehousgisopen Wednesdays
Room, Funeral Parlor, Endless
and Thursdays from 8 p.m.- 10
p.m., FridayS p.m. -12 a.m.,Sacurdays 7 p.m. - 12 a.m., and Sundays
from 7 p.m. - 10 p.m. To get there,

aMystery,has recetved much radio and video play over the past
several months. This week rt is
number three on VHJ's Top 10.
Fumbling Towards Ecstacy
was her 1993 CD that included
the relatively successful "Possesston."
Mc l ac hl a n pc d ormccl in
Cleveland numerous times over
the past several years. Recently
she hosted Lilith Fair this summer at Blossom Music Center.

Becky Englert
Staff Reporter

Renfield, a dark parody on
Bram _roker'~ rand a . ·~ playi
now at the Cleveland Public Theater. Written by local wrtter
Michael Sepesy .and directed by
Nancy Birkenshaw, the
play focuses on
Renfield, the mental patie nt w ho
serves Dracu la in
Stoker's novel.
Sepesy takes
original
the
story of Dracula
and presents it
from Renfield 's
pointofview. ln
the surrealist
tradi tion, the
play is offered to
us like a dream:
the scenes are out
of sequence, and
Renfield's dreams
and insa nity are all
displayed as being equally valuable to our sense of reality. This

Martin Friedman

October 24 & 25 - 8:00
October 26 - 2:00
October 30 & 31 - 8:00
November 1 - 8:00
November 2 - 2:00

Kulas Auditorium
For lnlonnatlon call: 397-4428
Produced whh lhe- permiuio11 of
Music Thuu:re I~ltrnuzri~flal

take l-480 west to 252 South. It is
located ftve miles from Great
Northern Mall at 11200 East River
Road in Columbia Station. Call
236-3944 for more information.
Now in its 16th year, the
Haunted Hallow features over 24
rooms of suspense and terror including the Mummy Room and
the Suspended BndgeofTerror. In
addition to the haunted house,
Haunted Hallow contains the
Maze of Terror whtch takes itsexcttement seekers through 14,000
feet of twist and terrors.
The Haunted Hallow ts located
at5100 Pearl Road behind the Mining Company and Coconuts
Record store. lt is open Friday and
Saturday from 7:30p.m.- 12 a.m.
and Sunday through Thursday
from 730 p m - lOp.m. Admission
for adults is $6.50 for one room or
$9.00 for both, while children cost
$4.00 for one or. $6.00 for both.
Mr. Fun's Costumes and Magazine Emporium presents 5 Hollywood Haunted Houses at the
NightmareinPainsville. They include The Slaughter House, The
Mad House, Movte House Massacre, The jungle (featuring real live
lions), and the Belly of the Beast.
Reagal Ctnemas will also be
presenting Dr. Blood's Theater of
Torture, while Papa John 's will be
displaying the Midway of thrill
rides. Designed by Scream line Studios, the housescomposeone mile

of bone-chillt ng,adrena line terror.
Tickets are priced at $12 and
will admit you to each haunted
house It ts open until Nov. 1 on
Friday and Saturday from 7 p.m.12 a.m and Sunday from 7 p m. -10
p.m. Take Route 2 to East 44 then
South to the jackson Street exit.
Go to Mentor Avenue, turn nght
and go l/2 mile to the LakeCounty
Fa irgrounds. For more information, call 954-4 302.
Through Nov. 2, Geauga Lake
wi II be presenting Hallowscream.
1t contains the Nightmare
Haunted House, Trick-or-Treat
Trail, spooky shows, scary monste rs, and rerrifymg rides such as
Mr. Hyde's Nasty Fall. Frightening for all ages,cost for admittance
is $11.99, or discount tickets may
be purchased at Stop-N-Shop for
$8.99.
HaUowscream is open on Fridays from 6 p.m. - 12 a.m.. Saturdays 4 p.m. -12 a.m., and Sunday 4
p.m. -10 p.m Geauga Lake is loca ted in Aurora , Ohio on Route
43, nine mi les North of the Ohio
Turnpike, Exit 13.
After encountering these
haunted happenings , you will
have ultimately expenenced one
of the most terrifying events in
"haunted " history. So with all of
the spooky sites set for this Halloween, hop on the trail of terror
and have yourselves a Happy
"Haunting".

T~e llip siJe to Dracula

Directed bJ:
Music 1r LWrl cs IIY: Stephen sondhelm
Book llv: Geoqa Furtll
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schizophrenic presentation of
events helps the audience to perceive reality in the same way as
Renfietd.
Sepesycleverly plays off the plot
of Dracula, poking fun at human
belief systems while at the same
time making us realize our potential to
become hypocritical.
Sepesy
quickly has the
audience sympathizing with
the lovable,
down-and-out
Renfield. With
his Byro ni c
hero status in
p l ace,
R enfield's
flash backs and
d reams cause
the audience to
see the world
through Renfield'seyes.
By showing the a udience society
through an insa ne man's point of

October is National Apple Mo
Enjoy: Apple Dumplings
t!llfll'-..l
Apple Crisp
Apple Strudel
All this month in the Inn Between.

I And you thought October was just for
. Pumpkins!

view, we are suddenly aware that
we might not be quite as sane as
we believe. Through Ren field,
e y e abli es an in o ent
look ar society, in which we can
see society's establishments and
constraints.
The best example of this is
Sepesy's unspoken comparison of
Dracula and Jesus. Renfield ts
qUtck to becomeDracula'sdisciple
when persuaded by the beautiful
Faith. Dracula has been benevolent to Renfield , so Renfield tries
to show others that following
Dracula would be in their best interests. Not surprisingly, most
people stray away from the unorthodox idea of drinking blood,and
Renfield becomes even more of a
social outcast than he was before.
The casting in Renfield is excellent. Doug Rossi carefully balanced thecomedyandserious ness
of his role as Renfield. From the
begi nning of the play, he had the
audtence sy mpath izing with his
character and seeing the world
th rough the eyes of Renfield.
Faith is played by 1997 j ohn
Car roll graduate Trisha lana
Kopaitich. Kopaitich, too, was
co nvincing in her role as Dracula's
seduct ive servant, right down to
the eastern European accent.
John Lynch, who plays both
Dracula and a malevolent version
of jesus, works well to draw an
unspoken comparison of the two
for the audience.
Overa ll, Renfield is both extremely well-written by Michael
Sepesy and convincingly portrayed by a ta tented group of actors and production staff. It's
amazing to watch howSepesyand
the cast weave together serious
themes with humorous moments.
Renj1eld runs through Nov. l,
Thursday through Saturday at 8
p.m., at the Cleveland Pubhc Theater. Tickets cost $12. Call 6312727 for information and reservations.
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So about last
summ.er...

When four high school friends vow to keep
a deadly secret for the rest of their lives, they
never imagine that it will haunt them just a
few months later. In I Know What YouDtd Last
Summer, a thnller that opened last weekend,
that ts exactly what happens.
The movie , from the creator of Scream, was
the number one movie over the weekend .The
story of four teenagers with a temble secret, I
Know What You Did Last Summer starsjenni(Left to right)- Helen
Michelle ferLove Hewitt("Panyof Five"),Sarah Michelle
Gellar) and Barry (Ryan Phillippe) with Gellar (B uffy the Vampire Slayer), Ryan
Phillippe and Freddte Prinze,Jr
Jul ie (Jennifer Love Hewitt) and her
-Information compiled by Kristen
boyfriend Ray (Freddie Prinze,Jr.)
Schneidler, Managing Editor
before the te rror begins.
lrnen ~ mm~nt

~tg~~t!!
HOCK1tNIJ /lOLL
H1tLl Of! i=Al1/i

ANI)

I(.Man<blay Entt:mm rnent

Ray and Julie are torment ed as their te rrible secret comes
back to haunt them.

1'11JS/i1Jl1

PILOTS
CARROLL ROCKS THE ROCK HALL ALL DAY
THIS WEDNESDAY ONLYON 88.7FM

~£1M; m-4438

,_.,.,AI E·.MG~t IWI'j~CO)f

TED
Wouldn't it be great if...
You were guarant~ed the chance to fly multi-million dollar aircraft?
You got paid ho.ooo/yr. during training, (promoted to $so.ooo in 5 years?)
You were guaranteed these things with your only commitment being
attendance at 6·10 weeks of Marine Officer Candidate School?

Fortunately for you, this program does existl

JigiOUS Stqdi
Jl:four Major/~~

,~,

a\

..,)

THURSDAY
OCTOBER 30th

7 ·8:30P.M.

Requirements:
Freshman-Grads, Men and Woman
Plan to graduate from college before age 2.7 1/2
zo/30 uncorrected vision (Maximum ... other standards mAyaJso apply)
Pass our aviation selection test
,

Contact Gunnery Sergeant Scott or Captain Bill Repke at
678-4290 or BOD-842-2771 or stop by the Marine Officer
Programs at 1100 East' Summit Street in Kent. ·

•
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Department Complex

ADB250
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED
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Kristen Stlh
Staff Reporter
Welcome to the n1ghtmare.
With Halloween upon us, one of
ten finds themselves on rhe trail
that pulls them to a destmation
unk nown, full of the scanest,
creep,est,goriest,eeriest,hair-raismg,spme-tingli ng.and bone chill
mg expenenccs one can encounter Eventually, the rrailends, taking its ri de rs to the premier
haunted houses wit hin the Cleveland area.
Bloodview Haunted House was
voted the Best Haunted House m
the Cleveland area by Scene Maga;: tne readers. It features the acting
a nd m ake- up effect s of the
ightmare's Society, and the actors work outside the haunted
house as well as inside.
In its sixteenth year of business, the house ontains 18 rooms
in a self-stand in g buildmg where
the cast foc uses 1ts work on the
tormenung of teenagers. Rooms
i11clude the Meat Locker, Hill bill y
Porch, Ti lt Floor Room which ul ts
the people, and The Asylum whe re
one woman passed out this year.
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She thought she had exited the
room when a nasty character
JUmped out m from of her and she
faimed Last year, three people
passed out.
Bloodv1ew is a non-profit
haunted house, and all of its proceeds are donated co the chanues
American Hear t Associa tion and
the National Cancer Foundation
The cost toenreris$6.00,and $100
for a repeat the same night
It is open through Nov. 1 on
Friday and Saturday from 8 p.m.12 a.m., and Sunday and Thursday from 8 p.m. - lO p.rrt To get
there, exit I-77 at Route 82 West
"Broadview Heights" on Towpath
Road . For more information, call
526-9148.
The Mortuary Haunted Theme
Park, presented by Fun-N-Stuff
on 661 East Hig h land Road ,
Macedonia, featu res the Haunted
House, the Laser Tron Futuristic
Nightm are, a nd 18 holes of golf.
The house contai ns numerous
rooms such as the Guillotine Executton, Morgue, Meat Locker,Old
Barn, Killing Sa ma Cla us Living
Room, Fu nera l Parlor, Endless

in co n ce rL...
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Sarah McLachlan,whose latest CD Surfaci ng debuted this
summer 111 B11lboard's Top 10,
will perform Wednesday at
Cleveland's Music Hall.
Th1s Canad1an songstress
was the founder and lead performer at th1s summer's Lil ith
Fan fcs!Jval . a na. tiona! tour of
women mus1cal anisrs Jnclud mg Jewel, FJOna Apple, Tracy
Chapman, Lisa Loeb and others.
He r current smgle, Building

l

a Myste ry, has received much radio and video play over the past
several months. This week 1t ts
number three on VHI's Top lO.
Fumbling Towards Ecstacy
was he r 1993 CD that included
the relat ively successfu l "Possession.·
Md ac hlan per form ed 1n
Cleveland numerous times over
the past several years. Recen tl y
she hosted Lili th Fair thi s summer at Blossom Music Center.

Directed bV:

Martin Friedman
MUSIC & lJdCS bY: SI8PhiR Sendhelm
Book It": Georaa FurUa

October 24 & 25 - 8:00
October 28 - 2:00
October 30 & 31 - 8:00

November 1 - 8:00
November 2 - 2:00
Kulas Auditorium

For Information call: 397-4Q28
I+t>duc~d

wirh th~ permission of
Music Theo.tre hltn'>uztional

RoomofDoorsMaze,Swamp,and
the Spotted Room with an
Animatronic Frankenstein.
Geared towards scares and terror, the house is poorly lit, creatinga dark and dingy atmosphere.
On October 23 and 24, Cane
Hodder who plays jason in the
Fridaythe 13th movies will be appearing and signmg autographs.
The Ha unted House wi ll be
open Thursday and Sunday from
7 p.m. - 10 p.m ., and Friday and
Saturday from 7 p.m. until midnight. For more information , call
1-800-467-0820
Wildwood Waterpark presents the Underworld, featuring
the Legions of Terror. It is a nonprofit organization which uses
the same cast of actors each year.
They wear realistic costumes, latex, and no masks.
It is a new ly constructed
haunted house, and is the only
one which is handicapped accessible. The rooms are made with
Hollywood quality and umq ue
designs, a nd th e house contains
covered waiting areas.
The ho u<;O! is open Wednesdays
and Thursdays from 8 p.m.- lO
p.m., FridayS p.m. -l2a.m ., Saturdays 7 p.m. -12 am., and Sundays
from 7 p.m. -10 p.m. To get there,
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rake l-480 west to 252 South. It is
located f1ve miles from Great
Northern Mall at 11200 East River
Road in Columbia Station Call
236-3944 for more information.
Now in its 16th year, the
Haunted Hallow features over 24
rooms of suspense and terror includmg the Mummy Room and
the Suspended BndgeofTerror. ln
add itton to the haunted house,
Haunted Hallow contains the
Maze of Terror whiCh takes its exci tement seekers through 14,000
feet of twist and terrors.
The Ha unted Hallow is located
at 5100 Pearl Road behind the Mini ng Company a nd Coconuts
Record store. It is open Friday and
Saturday from 7:30p.m.- 12 a.m.
and Sunday th rough Thursday
from 730p.m -lO p.m. Admission
for adults is $6.50 for one room or
$9.00 for both, while children cost
$4.00 for one or. $6.00 for both.
Mr. Fun's Costumes and Magazine Emporium presents 5 Hollywood Haunted Hous es at th e
Nightmare inPainsville. They include The Slaughter House, The
Mad House, Movie House Massacre, TheJ ungle (featuring real] ive
lions), and the Belly of th e Beast.
Reaga l Cinemas will also be
presenting Dr. Blood's Thea ter of
Torture, while Papa John 's will be
d1splaying the Midway of thr ill
rides. Designed by Scream line Studios, the houses compose one mile

of bone-c h ill1 ng,adrenal ine terror.
Tickets are priced at $12 and
will admit you to each ha unted
house. It 1s open until Nov. 1 on
Friday and Saturday from 7 p.m.12a.m.andSundayfrom7p.m -10
p.m Take Route 2 to East 44then
South to the Jackson Street exit.
Go co Mentor Avenue, turn nght
and go 1/2 mile to the Lake County
Fairgrounds. For more information, ca II 954-4302
Through Nov. 2, Gea uga Lake
will be presenting Hallowscream.
lt contains th e Nigh t mare
Ha unted Ho use, Trick-or-Treat
Trail, spooky shows, sca ry monste rs, and terrifying rides such as
Mr. Hyde's Nasty Fall. Frightening for al l ages, cost for ad mittance
is $11.99, or discount tickets may
be purchased at Stop-N-Shop for
$8.99.
Hallowscream is ope n on Fridays from 6 p.m. - 12 a.m., Satu rdays 4 p.m. -12 a.m., and Su nday 4
p.m.- 10 p.m. Geauga Lake is loca ted in Aurora, Ohio on Route
43, nine miles North of the Ohio
Turnptke, Ex it l3.
Af te r enco unte ring the se
haunt ed happenin gs, you w ill
have ultima tely experi enced one
of the most terri fy ing events in
"ha unted" history So with all of
the spooky sites set for this Hallowee n, hop on the trail of terror
an d have yo urselves a Happy
"Haunting".

T~c llip siJc to Dracula
Becky Englert
Staff Reporter

Renfield, a dark parody on
Br m _ oker ·~ Dracu la.is playin
now at the Cleveland Public Theater Written by local write r
Mic hael Sepesy and directed by
Nancy Birkenshaw, the
play foc uses on
Renfield , the mental pa tie nt w ho
serves Dracu la in
Stoker's noveL
Sepesy takes
the
o ri gin al
story of Drac ul a
and prese nts it
from Renfield 's
point of view. ln
the surrealist
tradition , the
play is offered to
us like a dream:
the scenes are out
of sequence, and
Ren ri eld's dreams
and insanity are all
displayed as being equally valuable to our sense of reality. This

sc hizophrenic presentation of view, we are suddenly aware that
events helps the audience to pe r- we might not be quite as sane as
ceive reality in the same way as we believe. Through Renfield ,
e esy establishes a n innoc
Ren field.
Sepesy clever! y plays off the plot look at society, in which we ca n
of Dracula, poking fun at human see society's establishme nts and
belief systems while at the same constraints.
The best example of this is
time making us realize our potential to Sepesy's unspoken comparison of
become hypo- Dracula and Jesus. Renfield is
quick tobecomeDracula'sdisci ple
critical.
S e pe sy when persuaded by the beautiful
quickl y has the Faith . Dracu la has been benevoaudience sym- le nt to Ren fi eld, so Renfield tr ies
pathizing with to show ot hers that following
the lov able , Dracula would be in their best indown-a nd-om terests. Not surprising! y, most
Ren field. With people stray away from the unorhis Byron ic thodox ideaof drinkingblood,and
hero stat us in Renfi eld becomes even more of a
p l a c e , social ou tcast than he was before.
The casting in Renfield is exRenfield's
flashbacks and cellent. Doug Rossi carefully bald reams cause anced the comedy and seriousness
the a udience to of his role as Renfield. From the
see the world begi nning of 1he play, he had the
through Renfield 'seyes. audience sympathizing with his
By showing the aud ience society character and seeing the world
through an insane man's point of th rough the eyes of Renfield.
Faith is played by 1997 John
Car roll gradua te Trishalana
Kopaiti ch. Kopai tich, too, was
con vinc ing in herroleas Dracula's
seductive ser vant, right down to
the eastern European accent.
John lynch, who plays both
Dracula and a malevolent version
of Jesus, works well to draw an
unspoken compari son of the two
for the audience.
Overa ll. Renj1eld is both extremely well-w ritten by Michael
Sepesy and conv incingl y portrayed by a tal ented group of actors and production staff. It's
amazi ng to watch how Sepesy and
the cast weave together serious
themes with humorous moments.
Renfi eld run s through Nov. 1,
Th ursday through Sat urday at 8
p.m., at the Cleveland Public Theater. Tickets cost $12. Call 6312727 for 1nfor matton and reservations

October is National Apple n"'\"',""'"
Enjoy:Apple Dumplings
Apple Crisp
Apple Strudel
All this month in the Inn Between.

And you thought October was just for
Pumpkins!

ENTERTAINMENT
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So about last
sununer...

When fo ur high school friends vow to keep
a dead ly secret for the rest of thei r lives, th ey
never imagme that it will ha unt them JUSt a
few mon ths later. In I Know What You D1d Last
Su mmer, a thrill er that opened last weekend,
that is exactly what happens
The mov ie, from the creator of Scream, was
the number one movie over the weekend The
story of four teenagers with a temble sec ret, I
Know What Yo u Did Last Summer stars jenni"'bndaby
(Left to right) - Helen (Sarah Michelle fer Love Hewllt ("Party of Fi ve"),Sarah M1chelle
Gellar) and Barry (Ryan Phillippe) with Gellar (Buffy t he Va mpire Slayer), Ryan
Phillippe and Freddie Prinze, j r.
Julie (Jennifer Love Hewitt) and her
-Info rm ation co mplied by Kriste n (Left to right) - Ray, Julie, Helen and Barry begin to panic after a road "'~''''l1P.nt
boyfriend Ray (Freddie Prinze,Jr.)
Sc hn eidler, Manag ing Editor.
I Know What You Did Last Summer.
before the terror begins.
l'nt~rt.unment

--

UvtR~~t!f
liOCK1tNIJ /lOLL
HAll OPl~tl·fl:
C~b.nd;lay Entt:rummtnt

Ray and Julie are tormented as thei r terrible secret comes
back t o haunt them.

ANI)

Johnny Galecki stars as
suspicious outcast.

PILOTS
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@~'~ . . . ffaf~. . . ~xif(~ anJ~6fe!!!
CARROLL ROCKS THE ROCK HALL ALL DAY
THIS WEDNESDAY ONLY ON 88.7FM
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TED
Wouldn't it be great if...
You were guarant~ed the chance to fly multi-million dollar aircraft?
You got paid $3o,ooo/yr. during training, (promoted to $so.ooo in 5 years?)
You were guaranteed these things with your only commitment being
attendance at 6-10 weeks of Marine Officer Candidate School?

Fortunately for you, this program does existl
Requirements:
Freshman-Grads, Men and Woman
Plan to graduate from college before age 27 1/2
zo/30 uncorrected vision (Maximum...other standards may also apply)
Pass our aviation selection test
,

Contact Gunnery Sergeant Scott or Captain Bill Repke at
678-4290 or BOlJ-842-2771 or stop by the Marine Officer
Programs at 1100 East"Summlt Street in Kent. ·

•
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THURSDAY
OCTOBER 30th
7-8:30 P.M.
Department Complex

ADB250
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED

-
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Introducing Ameritech Pick Up & Go Cellular.sM
It's the revolutionary way to bring cellular power to the people.
Pick Up & Go Cellular"' gives you the freedom to pay only for what you use.
No contracts, no credit applications, no monthly bills. Exercise the right to go
cellular with Ameritech Pick Up & Go Cellular:"

Available at your Ameritech Cellular Center today!

Beachwood Place
Beachwood

591-1141

5686 Mayfield Rd. ·
Lyndhurst

449-5500

,

Use of Amerilech Pick Up & Go Cellular'" service is subject to the terms and conditions provided to you at the point of sale.
Up and Go Cellular"" seiVICe IS non-refundable. Amemech is not responsible for loss, theft or unauthorized use of Pick Up and Go Cellular""
cards or seMCe. Your account balance IS good lor 60 days after your most recent deposit. Your phone will remain active provided a deposit is made
to your account every 90 days. Available at participating locations.
Pick

Read The Carroll News every Thursday.
!for J'ou. .9l.6out J'ou. fJ3y ~ou.

SPORTS
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] ust how good is Mount Union,
the number one ranked Di vision
Ill football team in the coun try'
While most championship teams
go to Disney World, Disney came
to Alliance, Ohio, Saturday during Mount's 42-14 victory over
John Carroll.
By the ume
C i ndere ll a,
Prince Charming and a few
others from the
Disney ga ng
took the fiel d
fort he ha If time
show, Mo unt
already had
<DMMFNfARY grabbed a 28-0
Brian Murphy lea d courtesy
of touchdowns
on four stra~gh t
possessio ns and a near! y non -existentJCU offense.
With Mount ahead by only a
to uchdown or two, Carroll st ill
had hopes of getting back into th e
game. But the lack of a running
ga me, whic h has plagued the Blue
Streaks all seaso n, stifled those
hopes. Mount co nce ntrated on
shutting down the passing gam e,
JCU's offensive strength, and the
Streaks could not move the ball.
That put the JCU defense at a
huge disadvantage. Not only was
it on the field a long time, but it
was also playing a potent Mount
offense on a shortened field. Its
average starting field position on
the four consec uti vescoring drives
was its own 48-yard line.
Then down by more than two
touchdowns, JCU was forced to
throw the ball to try to get back
into the game. Mount knew tha t,
too,andattacked]CUquarterback
Nick Caserio,who was under seige
all day, relentlessly.
But give JCU credit for never
quitting. The Streaks came out of
the locker room and put together
a seven minute , 18-play touchdown dri ve to open the third quarter. A blocked punt return for a
touchd own cut the score to 28-14
near the end of the third quarter
as momentum seemed to have
shiftedjCU's way.
But Mount responded like any
great team should, marching 85
yards in seven plays for a touchdown, while never even sweating
a third down, to go ahead, 35-14.
Mount would add one more touchdown, but all the while the Streaks
kept fighting , battling Mount to a
14-14 second half stalemate. But
the 28 first half points were too
much for JCU to overcome.
The losshurtsJCU more than it
would have Mount as far as the
playoffs are concerned. Carroll
was third in the North Region ,but
fell to fifth with the loss. The top
four teams make the playoffs, and
provided all four teams which
qualify are not 10-0,jCU probably
still will be shutout. The NCAA
has set the precedence. If Mount
beatsjCU, and that isjCU's only
loss of the season, jCU will still
not make the playoffs, even with
on Iy one loss.
In the same situation, Mount
would have a chance with only
one loss. It has tradition and nati onal prominence. ]CU does, too,
but not nearly to the same extent
as Mount, which ha s won two national cha mpionships.
_
Butdon'tcount the Blue Streaks
out. As they proved against Mount,
they'll kee p figh ting to th e bitter
end. That's the only way Disney
wil l come to University Heights.
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OAC wins a must for volleyball
Matt Rayl
"We've been playing really inconsistent all
Sports Reporter
year," satd senior Molly Ridenour. "We're wonAfter losing its last four matches, the john dering why things have gone the way they have
Carroll University volleyball team finds itself in We need ro figure out how ro stay in the flow
a must-wm situation. The Blue Streaks know throughout the entire match."
Carroll lost its second home match of last
there is very little room for error m their final
three games as they vie for the remaming three week Friday to non-conference foe Wittenberg
Ranked second nationally m Division lll ,
spots m the OAC tournament.
"We need to have a winner's mente~lity," said . Wittenbe~g took advantage of the Streaks' poor
head coach Gretchen Weitbrech t. 'We're not serve defense to sweep past them , 15-10,15-5,15looking to just get by to get in [the tourn ament!." 10. The next day,JCU fell to Muskingum, undeSmce only the top six tea ms advance to the feated in the OAC at6-0.
jCU began the week last Tuesday with a depo tseason, Carroll needs victories to ensure itself a seed in the conference wurnamcnt. This is feat at the hands of Mount Umon. The Streaks
the Streaks' firs t step if they want to entertain held thw own in the first game, losmg 15-7. It
any ideas of returning to the Final Eight of the ·looked as if a 15-12 vicwry in the second game
might have turned the momentum in Carroll's
Division Ill national tournament.
Despite a dom mat ing victory in the first game favor, but Mount dominated the last two games
of Tuesday's match aga inst Heidelberg, the Stu- to take the match, 3-l.
"We failed to adjust to the different styles of
de m Princes ra !lied to take the next three games,
leavmg the Don Shula Sports Center With a each ream," said Weitbrecht. "T here was a complete breakdown in our base defense, and we
come-from-behind 3-J victory.
"I thought we controlled the first two games,'' were constant! y burnt on setter dumps."
The players are dumbfounded as to why this
said Wwbrecht after the disappointing loss. "I
honest! ycan't tell what happened out there. We season has been filled with so many peaks and
lost the momentum after that second game, and valleys. "It 's more of a mental thing than a parwe just cou ldn't get it back. Volleyball is about ticu lar skill," said junior Laura Slazyk. "Sometimes we play bad and at other times we play
fire, and we had our fire doused."
The loss dropsCar roll (14-15, 2-40AC)out of awesome. We tend to get down on ourselves
a fifth place tie with Heide lberg and Capital. when things aren't going right."
Weitbrecht hopes toconcentrateon improveHowever, the Streaks still have a good chance of
makingtheOACpostseasontournament , which ment m areas where the team has been lack ing.
"We need to focus on our serv ing game," she
wou ld be thetr seven th appea rance in a row.
'The [postseason] conference championship · sa id. "Defensively, we need lO ge t in better posiis by no means out of the question," sai d tion and have bet ter coverage of the floor. Also,
We itbrec ht. "It wou ld have been nice to w in this we need to improve our co mmunica tion on the
one, to have taken some of the press ure off of us. court."
With only three matches remaini ng on the
But that doesn't matter. We still have to pl ay to
schedule, the Streaks will look to put everything
win, and we didn't do that tonight."
After sweeping Otterbein and commg from togethe r for a chance to participate in the
beh ind to defeat Baldwin-Wallace two weeks postseason. Thisfinalst ringof conference games
ago,JCU em barked on a four-game losing streak. begins with Capital on Saturday. Ca rroll will
As has been th e case for most of the season, the begin the final week of the reg ular season by
up-a nd -down play has left the squad in sea rch hos ting Hiram on Tuesday, followed by a visit to
Marietta next weekend to fin ish OAC play.
of answe rs.

A pair of Otterbein Cardinals block JCU junior Nicole Peterson's spike
attempt during the Blue Streaks' three-game victory Oct 10.

Better Ingredients
Better Pizza.

Welcome JCU Parents
Hours:

Mon. - Thur.: 11am-12:30am
Fri. - Sat.: 11am-1:30am
Sunday: Noon-11:30pm

Parents' Weekend S p e c i a I
r -------------,
r-------------,
One Extra Large
Two Large
Three Toppings
!('i Twq Toppings :
$6.99 f1~oe~N: $10.99 ~~oe~! $14.99 !
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Free Delivery
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Introducing Ameritech Pick Up & Go Cellular.sM
It's the revolutionary way to bring cellular power to the people.
Pick Up & Go Cellular"' gives you the freedom to pay only for what you use.
No contracts, no credit applications, no monthly bills. Exercise the right to go
cellular with Ameritech Pick Up & Go Cellular.'"
Available at your Ameritech Cellular Center today!

Beachwood Place
Beachwood
591-1141

5686 Mayfield Rd. ·
Lyndhurst
449-5500

~erite9J
.
Use of Ameritech Pi<?< Up & Go Cellular"' service is subject to the terms and conditions provided to you at the point of sale.
Pi<* Up and Go Cellular"' servJCe IS non-refundable. Ameritech is not responsible lor loss, theft or unauthorized use of Pi<* Up and Go Cellular"'
cards or seMCe. Your aC(()unt balance 1s good for 60 days after your most recent deposh. Your phone will remain active provided a deposit is made
to your aC(()unt every 90 days. Available at participating locations.

Read The Carroll News every Thursday.
:For ~ou. .9L6out ~ou. r.By ~ou.
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just how good is Mount Union,
the number one ranked Division
lii football tea m in the country?
While most championship teams
go to Disney World, Di sney came
to Alliance, Ohio, Saturday during Mount's 42-14 victory over
r - - - - - - , john Carroll.
By the time
Cinderella ,
Prince Charming and a few
others from the
Disney gang
took th e field
forthehalftime
show, Mount
already had
CDMMfNfARY grabbed a 28-0
Brian Murphy lead courresy
of touchdowns
on four straight
possessions and a nearly non-existent jCU offense.
With Mount ahead by only a
touchdown or two, Carroll still
had hopes of getting back into th e
game. But the lack of a running
game, which has plagued the Blue
Streaks all season, st ifled those
hopes. Mount concentrated on
shutting down the passing game,
JCU's offensive strength, and the
Streaks could not move the ball.
That put the j CU defense at a
hugedisadvantage. Notonlywas
it on the field a long time, but it
was also playing a potent Mount
offense on a shortened field . Its
average starting field position on
the four consecutive scoring drives
was its own 48-yard line.
Then down by more than two
touchdowns, jCU was forced to
throw the ball to try to et back
into the game. Mount knew that,
too, and attackedJCUquarrerback
Nick Caserio, who was under seige
all day, relentlessly
But give JCU credit for never
quitting. The Streaks came out of
the locker room and put together
a seven minute, 18-play touchdowndrive to open the third quarter. A blocked punt return for a
touchdown cut the score to 28-14
near the end of the third quarter
as momentum seemed to have
shifted JCU's way
But Mount responded like any
great team should, marching 85
yards in seven plays for a touchdown, while never even sweating
a third down, to go ahead, 35-14.
Mount would add one more touchdown, but all the while the Streaks
kept fighting , battling Mount to a
14-14 second half stalemate. But
the 28 first half points were too
much for JCU to overcome.
The loss hurtsjCU more than it
would have Mount as far as the
playoffs are concerned. Carroll
was third in the North Region, but
fell to fifth with the loss. The top
four teams make the playoffs, and
provided all four teams which
qualify are not lO-O,JCU probably
still will be shutout. The NCAA
has set the precedence. If Mount
beats JCU, and that isjCU's only
loss of the season, jCU will still
not make the playoffs, even with
on Iy one loss.
In the same situation, Mount
would have a chance with only
one loss. It has tradition and national prominence. JCU does, too,
but not near! y to the same extent
as Mount, which has won two national championships.
Butdon 'tcount the Blue Streaks·
out. As they proved against Mount,
they 'll keep fighting to the bitter
end. That's the only way Disney
will come to University Heights.
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OAC wins a must for volleyball
Matt Rayl
Sports Reporter

After losing its last four matches, the john
Carroll Un iversity voll eyball team finds itself in
a must-win situation. The Blue Streaks know
tl1ere is very little room for error in their final
three games as they v1e for the remaining three
pots m the OAC tournament.
"We need to have a winner's mentality," said
head coach Gretchen We1tbrecht. 'We're not
looking to jus t ge t by to get in !the tournament!."
Smce only the top six teams advance to the
postseason, Carroll needs victories to ensure it self a seed in the confere nce tournament . This is
the St reaks' first step if they want to entertain
any ideas of re turning to the Fina l Eight of the
Division Ill national tournament.
Despiteadommat in g victory in the first game
of Tuesday's ma tch against Heidelbe rg, the Student Princes rallied to take the next three games,
leavtng the Don Shula Sports Center with a
come-from -behind 3-1 vtctory.
"I thought we controlled the first two games:
said Weitbrech t after the disappointing loss. "I
honestlycan't tell w hat happen ed out there. We
lost the momentum afterthat second game, and
we just couldn't get it back. Volleyball is about
fire, and we had o ur fire doused."
The lossd ropsCarroll (14-15 , 2-4 OAC)out of
a fifth place rie with Heid elberg and Capital.
However, the Streaks still have a good cha nce of
makingtheOAC postseason tournament, which
would be their seventh appearance in a row.
"T he [postseason] conference championship
is by no means out of the question ," said
Weitbrecht. "It would have been nice to win this
one, to have taken some of the pressure off of us.
But that doesn 't matter. We still have to play to
win , and we didn't do that tonight."
After sweeping Otte rbein and commg from
behind to defeat Baldwin-Wallace two weeks
ago,JCU embarked on a four-game losing streak.
As has been the case for most of the season, the
up-and-down play has left the squad in search
of answers.

"We've been playing rea ll y inconsistent all
year," sa1d senior Molly Ride nour. "We're wondering why things have gone the way they have.
We need to figure out how to stay in the flow
throughout the entire match."
Carrol.! lost its second home match of last
week Friday to non-confe rence foe \Vittenberg.
Ranked second nationally m Division Ill,
. Wittenbe~g took advantage of the Streaks' poor
serve defense to sweep past them , 15-10, 15-5,15lO. The next day,JCU fell tO Muskingum , undefeated in the OAC a t 6-0.
JCU began the week last Tuesday with a defeat at the hands of Mount Umon . The Streaks
held thetr own in the first game, losing 15-7. It
looked as if a 15-12 victory 111 the second game
might have turned the momentum in Carroll 's
favor, but Mount domina ted the last two games
to take the march, 3-L
"We failed to adjust to the different styles of
each team," said \Veitbrecht. "There was a complete breakdown in our base defense, and we
were constantly burnt on setter d umps."
The players are dumbfounded as to why this
season has been filled with so many peaks and
valleys. "It's more of a mental thing than a particular skill ," said junior Laura Sla zyk. "Sometimes we play bad and at other tim es we play
awesome. We tend to get down on ou rselves
when things aren't going right "
We it brec ht hopes toco ncentrateon improve ment in areas where the team has been lacking.
"We need to foc us on our serving game," she
· said. "Defensively, we need w get in better position and have better coverage of the floor. Also,
we need to improve our communication on the
court ."
With only three matches re maining on the
schedule, the Streaks wi ll look to put everything
toge th er for a c han ce to participate in the
postseason. Thisfinalstring of conference games
begins with Capital on Saturday. Carroll will
begin the final week of the regular season by
hosting Hiram on Tuesday, followed by a visit to
Marietta next weekend to finish OAC play.

A pair of Otterbein Cardinals block JCU junior Nicole Peterson's spike
attempt during the Blue Streaks' three-game victory Oct.10.
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Defense, key goals propel
men·s soccer to top of OAC
Sports Reporter

The defense has con tinually slammed the door
shut, and the offense is getting the key goals as the
john Carroll University men 's soccer team continues its march toward an Ohio Athletic Conference
championsh ip.
With three games remaining, the Blue Streaks
have a record of 5-0-lin the conference and 8-5-1
overall.
Last week, the Streaks faced off againstOtrerbein,
which entered the contest tied for first place in the
OAC with jCU. junior forward David Bartulovic
netted his second goal of the season as the game
ended in a 1-1 stalemate.
When asked abo ut the importance of the
Otterbein game, senior forward Michael Pap said,
"We really needed to put it together for that game. It
was a big conference match. 1 think we asserted
ourselves as a conference power."
Looking ahead to the three remaining games,
JCU assistant coach Robert Straub said," All three
games are huge. Capital and Mount Union are very
tough, and Marietta is right beh ind us."
The Streaks will face 0-16 Capital on Saturday,
and then host Mount Union Tuesday, while the
Marietta game is Nov 1 at home.
Pap agreed with Stra ub's assessment of the remainder of the regular season. "We would definitely
like to win the conference. Whoeverfinishes first in

-

Freshman Jared Huelsman goes airborne to head the ball in a
1-1 tie with Otterbein on Oct.11 on the Grasselli Front lawn.

the regular season gets to host the conference tourna ment. That would be a huge advantage for us."
The Streaks n urn ber one goalth is season, accord ing to Pap, is to make the NCAA Division lJ I nation al
tournament, a feat never before accomplished by a
Carroll soccer team. To qualify for the tOurnament ,
the team has to finis h ranked among the top four
teams in the Great Lakes Region. Currently, the
Streaks are ninth in the region .
"Being such a sma ll school, we have to win the
conference tournament to make the national tournament," said Pap. "Even then it is still up to the
voters. But we do have a real istic shot. "
To make the national playoffs, the Streaks need to
close the season on a strong note, which still may not
be enough as Straub knows from past experience.
"Four years ago we had a team that woo its last 17
games and we still were not invited to the tourney, so
we know it is a very difficult thing to achieve."
At the beginning of the year Carroll was marked
as a team that could not win close, one-goal games.
But thisseason,JCU has won three conference games
byonegoalanda tota l of fiveone-goalgames overall.
Pap mentioned goalkeeping and defense as the
keys to the turnarou nd. "First, I think that Gran t
Mast, our goalkeeper, has been the key to our v ictories. He is truly dominating. The defensernen in
front of him, all th ree being freshmen, are playing
like veterans. Our defense has carried the team. The
offense is just trying to get the key goals."

lnsur'Mount'able second quarter dooms football
Mark Boleky
Ass1stant Sports Editor
This pastSaturdaywasanother
Ohio Athletic Conference contest
wh1c h went as expected for the
j ohn Carroll University football
team. The on! y differe nce forthe
k\\ue Streaks was that the opponent was Mount Union, the number o ne ranked Division Ill tea m
10 the coumry The Purple Raidns responded fitt ingly, derailing
1he Streaks, 42-14.
Ca rroll (5-1. 4-1 OAC) had not
>een a challenge similar to Mount
1n its first five games, including a
16-7 breezeroverMuskingum the
previous week. The Muskingum
~arne was linle more than a
tuneup, though, as the Streaks
Immediately turned their atten tion to Moun t Union . The Raiders
are the defending Division Ill nat tonal hampions a nd easily
passed the obstacle of j CU, current ly ued fo r second in th e conference with Baldwin-Wallace.

"Physically, t hey're the best
people we see year in and year out.
They've got the horses up front,
both on offense and defense," said
JCU head coach Tony DeCarlo.
"They're obviously talented at the
skill positions. They get the best
athletes, and they do a great job of
coac hing."
A second half rally by the
Streaks was not able to overcome
the 28-0 lead built up by Mount in
the fi rst half. After being held
scoreless on its first two possessions of the game, Mount reached
theendzoneon its next four drives,
which proved too much for
Carroll. "With them fumbling on
that first drive, I think it showed
that lwei could cause turnovers,"
said senior cornerback Ed Griffith.
"After that, we had some mental
mistakes that they really caught
us on."
Mount Union quarterback Bill
Borchert made a day of exploiting
JCU mistakes. Borchert entered

the game as the Division Ill passing leader and added to that with
a day of 350 yards.
Borchert scorched theJCU defensive backs all day, but felt little
pressure from the pass rush. The
Carroll front seven was unable to
penetrate the huge Mount offens ive line, which averaged 277
pounds, although it did stymie the
running attack for the most part
Senior linebacker London
Fletcher continued his strong play
with 23 tackles and a sack.
For most of the first half, the
JCU offense mustered little production and of ten ended up puntingdeepinitsownterritory With
its first possession of the second
half, junio r quarterback Nick
Case rio led the squad to its most
successful drive of theday,l8plays
covering 80 yards, and ending in a
three-yard touchdown pa ss to
sophomore tight end Tom Koltz.
After finally getting on the
scoreboard, Carroll picked up an-
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other touchdown later in the third
quarter when freshman Craig
Cusick blocked a Mount punt and
sophomore David Zieglerreturned
the ball57yardsfo r ascore roclose
the game to 28-14.
"The biggest thing for us was
that we didn't fold _up the te nt,"
said Caserio. ~ f you look a t the
makeup of ourteam, we have a lot
of heart There'ssomegreat people
that put it all on the field [in the
second half!."
The most futile area for JCU on
the day was in the running game.
The Carroll backs, ranked last in
the OAC throughout the season,
only gained a total of ll yards.
Runs up the middle were irn-

possible for the Carroll ball carriersasa second quarter injury that
sidelined jun ior center Pal Heenan
slowed the a lready banged-up offeosi ve line.
With the loss, every game becomes a must-win for the Streaks,
whotakeonCapital(3-3,2-30AC)
this Saturday at Wasmer Field, if
they expect toqualifyfor the Divi sion Ill playoffs.
"From our stand point," DeCarlo
said, "we have to regroup fromour
firstloss this year. We need to put
together a great stretch run ,
and it starts Saturday with the
Capital game. With four games
left, they all become playoff type
situations."

Junior, Soccer
His second goal of the
season was JCU's only
score in a 1-1 tie with
Otterbein October 11th.
Currently has seven
points and leads the
with
three

--....,-~ .

October 31
Huge ca$h prizes for the
best costume.
Begins with a Senior Class
Happy Hour at 6 p.m.

Confidence has been a major
issue throughout the season on the
young john Carroll University
women'ssoccerteam. But the Blue
Streaks probabl y got their biggest
boost in confidence of the season
last Friday, and it could not have
come at a more important time.
Carroll traveled to Indiana to
play St. Mary's in the last non -con ference game of the season. In an
intense contest,JCU rall ied from a
2-0 half timedeficit and pulled out
a 3-2 overtim e win behind a goa l
fro m freshman Julie Scaffidi , her
second of the day, in the closing
seconds of the extra session.
In earlier action last week , the
Streaks knocked off conferencefoe
Hiram,6-0. The game was a wellrounded team effort, fea turin g
goals from six different players.
jCU head coach Tracy Blasius
was pleased with t he effort. "Everyonecontributed. ltwasamustwin si tuation and they came out
read y to play."
Thescoringincludedagoaland
an assist by senior Shannon
Sullivan. Those three points
pushed Sullivan to the top of john
Carroll's all-time scoring list.
The successful goalie tandem
of freshman Samantha Sommer
and soph omore Maura Gatto tal lied its fifth shutout of the season.
It was the fourth consecutive conference victory for j CU, vault ing
the team to fifth place with a 4-2l record in the OAC.
With the vi
fashion , the
will look to
use it as a boost in co nfidence as
they attempt to qualify fo r OAC
playoff competition for the first

time since 1992. Senior capta in
Elizabeth Chambers has never
been to the playoffs in her fouryear career at Carroll and is ecstatic at theopportunity to finally
have the chance to reach post-season play
"It is definitely the most exciting season since I have been here,
and 1 feel very confident that we
can do it," said Chambers. "It is
justa veryexcitingtimeright now."
The final twoconfe rence games
of the season could also be the
team's biggest challenges of the
season. Yesterday, Heidelberg,
sporting an impressive 5-2 OAC
record, came to town to take on
the Streaks on the Graselli Front
Lawn Field .
The final game of the regular
season will take place tomorrow
when Capital visitsJCU. Capital
is at the top of the OAC with a
conference record of 6-1.
Prior to the Heidelberg game,
Blasius was very upbeat about the
team's chances in the two remaining games, and an opportunity to
reac h the playoffs in her first year
as head coach. "T he win at St.
Mary's will keep the momentum
go ing, knowing that they can
come back from a 2-0 deficit," she
said.
Victories in both games will
assure Carroll of its second berth
to the OAC playoffs in the team's
nine-year history. A split of the
two could potentially earn the
Streaks a postseason berth , if they
receive some h elp from other
tie one
game, we might
a chance at
gaining a berth," Blasius said,"but
we are going to have to win them
both to be sure."

Team effort powers men
J. Brian Donnelly
Sports Reporter

At the Wilmington College Fall
Classic la, t Friday,theJohnCarroll
Unive rsity men 's cross co untry
team placed fifth out of eight
teams.
"We ran very well," said jCU
head coac h Don Stupka. "I am
very pleased with the race. We
improved cons id erably.
The Blue Streaks were com peririve with the top placers, as only
16 points separa ted the m from
thi rd -place Asbury Coll ege. Tiffin
Unive rsity won the meet.
Junior james Van Dress led the
Streaks with a season-best time of
27:4 1, placing 12th overall. It was

his second straight meet with a
sub-28 minute time.
Sophomore Nick Sellers and
freshman Adam Eiser placed second and third, respectively, for the
Stre aks.
Sophomores Mike
Johnston and John Morabito
rounded out theJCU top five.
Stupica said his freshmen
showed a lot of improvement and
a II of his runners ran personal best
times for the course.
"We carne together as a team,"
said Stupica. "In this sport, if one
or two runners don't per form the
team struggles. But we really ran
well together"
Next upforjCU is the Ohio Athletic Conference meet Nov: 1.
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LASHES

SULLIVAN SIZZLING · In last week's games
with Hiram and St. Mary's, sen ior Shannon
Sullivan had two goals and an assist to become
the school's all -time career points leader with 78
She needs two goa ls to become theschool'scareer
goa l scoring leader. .. . Sullivan was also named
the OAC women's soccer player of the week two
weeks ago for her Oct. ll performance against
Otterbein, in which she scored two goals and assisted on two others to lead a 7-l victory.

BUT THIS RECORD MAY FALL- Freshman
Julie Scaffidi needs two goals to tie Sullivan's
single season record of 12 set last season .... The
team needs two goa Is to break the season record
for goa ls in a season (35) .. .. It has also secured the
second winning season in the program's nineyear history.... Fres hman Samantha Sommer
and sophomore Maura Gatto rank first and third,
respecti vely, in the OAC in the goals aga inst average category. They have teamed toallow sixgoa ls
in six OACgarnes.
BLANKETY BLANK - Senior Grant Mast recorded his fifth shutout of the season and 22ndof
his career in a 2-0 win over Hiram .... Mast leads
the OA C with a 0.25 goals against average in OAC
games .... Mast has combined w1th freshman
Tom Rennie to post seven shutouts on the season
and allow just one goal in s ix con ference matches.
FIRSTS - Junior Christian Hansen's assist on
the only goal of a 1-1 tie with Otterbein Oct. II was
his first assist and point of the season ... . Semor
Michael Pap scored his first goal of the season
against Hiram.
THE CHASE- JCU head men's soccer coach
AliKazemani is closing in on the school's all-time

CAPITAl PUNISHMENT - The JCU football
team has not lost to Ca pital si nee joining the OAC
in 1989(7-0-l). .. . JCU also has not lost back-tohack games since 1990.... JCU is ranked lOth in
this week's Football Gazette national poll.

SOLID SPECIAL TEAMS - Sophomore David
Ziegler leads the OAC in kickoff return average
and f reshme.nJoshSchneider in punting average.
REWRITING TiiE RECORD BOOKS- Junior
Nick Caserio has now thrown for 5,120 yards,
becoming the first jCU quarterback to surpass
the 5,000 yard mark. He also broke the total

offense mark of 5,034 yards set by PJ. lnsana.
Caserio currently has 5,096.
STREAKS - Sen ior london Fletcher has led
jCU in tack les in all six games this season, and
now has a total of 115 on the campaign . . . junior
John Priestap has caught a pass in 15 straight
games, and tied his career high for receptions in a
single game with eight, set the previous week
against Muskingum ,agaiost Mount Union. Junior
Dean Reidy has caught a pass in l6straightgames.

GAME BREAKER · Senior Lori Harr.mer needs
to play in seven more games to break the school
record for career games played (438), which is
current ly held by 1996 OAC player of the year
Katy Perrone. ... With 20 kills lasr week, junior
Molly Ridenour became the fourth player injCU
history to record more than 1,000 kills in a career.
MORE VOLLEYBALL - Ham mer is second and
fifth in theOAC in digs and kills per game, respectively. . .. junior Laura Slazyk is four th and
Ridenour sixth in the OAC in bloc ks per game.
Ridenour is also eighth in the OAC in hitting perce ntage.... Freshmanjane Dickerson is eighth in
the OAC in assists per game.

CROSS COUNTRY CLIPPINGS - At the Oh10
lntercollegiate Cross Country Cham pion ships
hosted by Ohi o Wesleyan Oct. 10, th ree women
h
tim of r
n ;umorJama
Van ~ became the first runner on the men's
team to post a sub-18 minute time this season.
ANDFINALL Y- ThejCU women'stennis team
iscurrently3-0 in preseason dual matches. Two of
the victor ies were over Case Western Reserve University and the other over Wooster. All three
matches were 6-3 victories.
In tournament action, the team placed second
at the Penn State University-Behrend tournament
in Erie, Penn. SophornoresKarenRizzutoandLisa
Vielhaucr were undefeated at the tournament.
At the Rolex Tournament, a national competition held at Kenyon College, four women won in
the first round of singles play.
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THAT HURTS - Four starters--seniors Bob
Juliana,ChrisKavulicandjackMarinelliandjunior justin Fults-are all out of actio n because of
knee injuries. . .. With the injury to Fults, Brian
Fialkowski became the first true fresh man to start
on the offensive line for a Tony DeCarlojCU football team.
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Playoff hopes hinge
on final week
Bob McCarthy

Mike Scott
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Defense, key goals propel
men·s soccer to top of OAC

Freshman Jared Huelsman goes airborne to head the ball in a
1-1 tie with Otterbein on Oct.11 on the Grasselli Front Lawn.

the regular season gets to host the conference tourSports Reporter
nament. That would be a huge advantage for us."
The defense has continually slammed the door
The Streaks number one goal this season, accord shut, and the offense is getting the key goals as the ing to Pap, is to make the NCAA Division lll national
john Carroll University men's soccer team contin- tournament, a feat never before accomplished by a
ues its march toward an Ohio Athletic Conference Carroll soccer team. To qualify for the tournament,
championship.
the team has to finish ranked among the top four
With three games remaining, the Blue Streaks teams in the Great Lakes Region . Currently, the
have a record of 5-0-1 in the conference and 8-5-1 Strea ks are ninth in the reg ion.
overall.
"Bei ng such a small school, we have to win th e
last week, the Streaks faced off aga instOtterbei n, conference tournament to make the nationa l to urwhich entered the contest tied for first place in the nament," said Pap. "Even then it is still up to the
OAC with JCU. junior forward David Bartulovic voters. But we do have a realistic shot."
netted his second goal of the season as the game
To make the national playoffs, the Streaks need to
ended in a 1-1 stalemate.
close the season on a strong note, which still may not
When asked about the importance of the be enough as Straub knows from past experience.
Otterbein game, senior forward Michael Pap said, "Four years ago we had a team that won its last 17
"We rea l1 y needed to put it together for that game. lt games and we still were not invited to the tourney, so
was a big conference match. I think we asserted we know it is a very difficult thing to achieve."
ourselves as a conference power."
At the beginning of the year Carroll was marked
Looking ahead to the three remaining games, as a tea m that could not win close, one-goal games.
JCU assistant coach Robert Straub said, "All three But thisseason,JCU has won three conference games
games are huge. Capital and Mount Union are very by one goa land a total of five one-goal games overa lL
tough , and Marietta is right beh ind us."
Pap ment ioned goalkeeping and defense as the
The Streaks will face 0-16 Capital on Saturday, keys to the turnaround. "First, I think that Grant
and then host Mount Union Tuesday, while the Mast, our goalkeeper, has been the key to our victoMarietta game is Nov. l at home.
ries. He is truly dominating. The defensemen in
Pap agreed with Straub's assessment of the re- front of him , all three being freshmen, are playing
mainder of the regula r season."We would defini tely like veterans. Our defense has carried the team. The
li ke to win the conference. Whoever fini shes first in offense is just trying to get the key goals."

lnsur'Mount'able second quarter dooms football
Mark Boleky

"Physically, they're the best the game as the Division Ill passpeople weseeyear in and year out. ing leader and added to that with
This past Saturday was another They've got the horses up front, a day of 350 yards.
Ohio Athletic Conference contest both on offense and defense," said
Borchert scorched thejCU dewhtch went as expected for the JCU head coach Tony DeCarlo. fensive backs all day, but felt little
john Carroll University football "They're obviously talented at the pressure from the pass rush. The
team. The only difference for the skill positions. They get the best Carroll front seven was unable to
1~\ue Streaks was that the oppoathletes, and they do a great job of penetrate the huge Mount offennent was Mount Union, the num- coaching."
sive line , which averaged 277
ber one ranked Division III tea m
A seco nd half rally by the pounds, although it did stymie the
tn the country. The Purple Raid- Streaks was not able to overcome running attack for the most part.
ers responded fittingly, derailing the28-0lead built up by Mount in Senior linebacker London
the Streaks, 42 -l4.
the first half. After being held Fletcher comin ued his strong play
Car roll (5-l, 4-l OAC) had not scoreless on its first two posses- with 23 tackles and a sack.
~en a challenge similar to Mount
For most of the first half, the
sions of the game, Mount reached
in its first five games, including a theendzoneon its next four drives, JCU offense mustered little pro)6-7 breezeroverMuskingum the which proved too much for duction and of ten ended up puntprevious week. The Muskingum Carroll. "With them fumbling on ingdeepin its own territory. With
~a rne was little more than a
that first drive, I think it showed its first possession of the second
tuneup, though , as the Streaks that [wei could cause turnovers," half , junior quarterback Ni ck
11nmediately turned rheir atten- sa id senior cornerback Ed Griffith. Caserio led the squad to its most
tion to Mount Union. The Raiders "After that, we had some memal successfuldriveof theday,l8plays
ue the defending Divi sion Ill na- mistakes th at they really caught covering80 yards,and ending ina
tiona l champions and easily us on."
three-yard touchdown pass to
passed the obstacle of jCU, curMount Union quarterback Bill sophomore tight end Tom Koltz.
rently tied for second in the con- Borchertmadeadayof exploiting
After finally getting on the
ference with Baldwin-Wallace.
JCU mistakes. Borchert entered scoreboard, Carroll picked up anAssistant Sports Editor
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other touchdown later in the third
quarter when freshman Craig
Cusick blocked a Mount punt and
sophomore David Zieglerreturned
the ball 57 yardsforascore to close
the game to 28-14.
"The biggest thing for us was
that we didn'tJold _up the tem,"
said Caserio. "if you look at the
makeup of our team, we have a lot
of heart. There's some great people
that put it all on the field [in the
second half]."
The most futile area for JCU on
the day was in the running game.
The Carroll backs, ranked last in
the OAC throughout the season,
only gained a total of ll yards.
Runs up the middle were im-

possible for the Carroll ball carriers as a second quarter injury that
sidelined junior center PatHeenan
slowed th e already banged-up offensive line.
With the loss, every game becomes a must-win for the Streaks,
whotakeonCapital(3-3,2-30AC)
th is Saturday at Wasmer Field, if
they expect to qua!ify for the Division Ill playoffs.
"Fromourstandpoint,"DeCarlo
said,"we have to regroup from our
first loss this year. We need to put
together a great stretch run,
and it starts Saturday with the
Capital game. With four games
left, they all become playoff type
situa tion s."

Junior, Soccer
His second goal of the
season was JCU's only
score in a 1-1 tie with
Otterbein October 11th .
Currently has seven
points and leads the
with
three

Senior, Soccer
With four goals and
three assists in the last
three games, became
JCU's all-time leading
scorer with 78 points .
Named OAC player of
the week for the week
of October 11.
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Playoff hopes hinge
on final week
Bob McCarthy

Mike Scott
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Sports Reporter

Confiden ce has been a major
ISSue 1hroughout the season on the
young John Carroll Un iversity
women'ssoccer team. But the Blue
Streaks probably got their biggest
boost in confidence of the season
last Friday, and it could not have
come at a more important time.
Carroll traveled to Indian a to
play St. Mary's in the last non-conference game of the season. In an
intensecontest,JCU rallied from a
2-0half timedeficit and pulled out
a 3-2 overtime win behind a goal
from freshmanjulie Scaffidi, her
second of the day, in the closing
seconds of the extra session.
In earlier action last week, the
Streaksknockedoff conferencefoe
Hiram,6-0. The game was a wellrounded team effort, featuring
goa ls from six different players.
jCU head coac h Tracy Blasius
was pleased with the effort. "Everyonecontributed. Itwasa mustwin situation and they came out
ready to play."
Thescoringincludedagoaland
an assist by senior Shannon
Sullivan. Those three points
pushed Sullivan to the top of john
Carroll's ali-time scoring list.
The successful goalie tandem
of freshman Samantha Somme r
and sophomore Maura Gatto tallied its fifth shu tout of the season.
It Wl!Sthe fourthconsecutiveconerence victory for JCU, vaulting
the team to fifth place with a 4-21 record in the OAC.
With the v
fashion, the
use it as a boost in confidence as
they attempt to qualify for OAC
playoff co m petition for the first

time since 1992. Senior captain
Elizabeth Chambers has never
been to the playoffs in he r fouryear career at Carroll and is ecstaticat the opportunity to finally
have the chance to reach post-season play.
"It is definite] y the most exciting seaso n si nee I have been here,
and I feel very confident that we
ca n do it," sa id Chambers. "It is
justa very exciting time right now."
The final two conference games
of the season could also be the
team's btggest challenges of the
season. Yesterday, Heidelberg,
sporting an impressive 5-2 OAC
record, came to town to take on
the Streaks on the Grasellt Front
Law n Field .
Th e final game of the regular
season will take place tomorrow
when Capital visitsJCU. Capital
is at the top of the OAC with a
confere nce record of 6-1.
Prior to the Heidelberg game,
Blasius was very upbeat about the
team's chances in the two remaining games, and an opportunity to
reach the playoffs in her first year
as head coach. "The win at St.
Mary's will keep the momentum
going, knowing that they can
come back from a 2-0 deficit," she
said.
Victories in both games will
assure Carrol l of its second berth
to the OAC playoffs in the team's
nine-year history. A spli t of the
two could potentially earn the
St reaks a postseason berth, if they
receive some help from other
tie one
a chance at
game, we might
gaining a berth," Blasius said, "but
we are going to have to win them
both to be sure."

Team effort powers men
J. Brian Donnelly
Sports Reporter

At the Wilmington College Fall
Classic la~L Friday,thejohnCarroll
University men 's cross country
team placed fifth out of eight
teams.
"We ran very well," said jCU
head coach Don Stupka. "I am
very pleased with the race. We
improved considerably.
The Blue Streaks werecompetitive with the top placers, as only
16 points se parated them from
third -place Asbury College. Tiffin
Universi ty won the meet.
Junior James Van Dress led the
Streak with a season-best time of
2741 , placing 12th overall. It was

his second straight meet with a
sub-28 minute time.
Sophomore Nick Sellers and
freshman Adam Eiser placed second and third, respectively,for the
Streaks.
Sophomores Mike
johnston and John Morabito
rounded out thejCU top five.
Stupica said his freshmen
showed a lot of improvement and
all of his runners ran personal best
times for the course.
"We came together as a team ,"
said Stupica. "In this sport, if one
or two runners don't perform the
team struggles. But we really ran
well together."
NextupforjCUistheOhioAthletic Conference meet Nov. 1.
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SULLIVAN SIZZLING - In last week's games offense mark of 5,034 yards set by PJ. lnsana.
with Hira m and St. Mary's, senior Shannon Caserio current Iy has 5,096.
Sullivan had two goals and an assist to become
the sc hool's all-ttme career points leader with 78
STREAKS - Senior London Pletcher has led
She needs two goals to become the school's career JCU in tackles in all six games this season, and
goal scoring leader. . . Sullivan was also named now has a total of 115 on the campaign .... juntor
the OAC women's soccer player of the week two john Priestap has caught a pass in 15 straight
weeks ago for her Oct. ll performance against games, a nd tied his career high for receptions in a
Otterbein, in which she scored two goals and as- single game with eight, set the previous week
sisted on two others to lead a 7-1 victory.
against Muskingum ,agai nst Mount Union junior
Dean Reidy hascaughta pass in 16straightgames.
Bl.IT THIS RECORD MAY FALL - Freshm an
julie Scaffidi needs two goals to tie Sulliva n's
THAT HURTS - Four starters--seniors Bob
single season record of 12 set last season .... The ]uliana,ChrisKavulicand]ackMarinelliandjunteam needs two goals to break the season record ior justin Fults--are all out of action because of
for goals in a season (35) .... It has also secured the knee injuries.... With the injury to Fults, Brian
second winn ing season in the program's nine- Fialkowsld became theftrsttruefreshman to start
year history.... Freshman Samantha Sommer on the offensive line for a Tony DeCarlojCU footand sophomore Maura Gatto rank first and third, ball team.
respectively, in the OAC in the goals against average category. They have teamed to allow six goals
GAME BREAKER -Senior Lor! Hatr.mer needs
in six OAC games.
to play in seven more games to break the school
record for career games played ( 438), wh ic h is
BLANKETY BLANK - Se nior Grant Mast re- currently held by 1996 OAC player of the year
corded his fifth shutout of the season and 22nd of Katy Perrone.... With 20 kills last week ,junior
his career in a 2-0 win over Hiram .... Mast leads Molly Ridenour became the fourth player injCU
theOACwith a 0.25goalsagainstaverage inOAC history to record more than 1,000 kills in a career.
games .. .. Mast has combined with freshman
Tom Rennie to post seven shutouts on the season
MORE VOLLEYBALL - Hammerissecond and
and allow just one goal in six conference matches. fifth in theOAC mdigsand kills pergame,respec·
tively. . .. Junior Laura Slazyk is fourth and
FIRSTS - Jun ior Christian Hansen's assist on Rldenour six th in the OAC in blocks per game.
theon lygoalof a l-1 tie with Otte rbein Oct. Jl was Ridenour isalsoeighth m the OAC in hitting perhis first assist and point of the season. . . Semor centa ge.... Frcshman jane Dickerson is eighth m
Michael Pap scored his first goa l of the season the OAC m assists per game.
against Hiram.
CROSS COUNTRYQ.IPPINGS - At the Ohto
THE CHASE - jCU head men's soccer co~c h Intercollegiate Cross Country Championships
AliKazemani is closing in on the school's all-rime hosted by Ohio Wesleyan Oct. 10, three women
E • th i ·
1 im
f t y r n juni r J
Van Dress became the first runner on the men's
team to post a sub-28 minute time this season.
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT- The JCU football
team has not losttoCapitalsi ncejoiningtheOAC
in 1989 (7-0-l). .. . JCU also has not lost back-toback games since 1990 .... JCU is ranked lOth in
this week's Football Gazette national poll.
SOLID SPECIAL TEAMS - Sophomore David

Ziegler leads the OAC in kickoff return average
and freshmanjoshSchneiderin punting average.
REWRITING THE RECORD BOOKS- junior
Nick Caserio has now thrown for 5,120 yards,
becoming the first JCU quarterback to surpass
the 5,000 yard mark. He also broke the total

-

AND FINALLY -TheJCU women's tennis team
is currently 3-0 in preseason dual matches. Two of
the victories wereoverCase Western Reserve University and the other over Wooster. All three
rna tc hes were 6-3 victories.
In tournament action, the team placed second
at the Penn State University-Behrend tournament
in Erie, Penn. Sophomores Karen Rizzuto and Lisa
Vielhauer were undefeated at the tournament
At the Rolex Tournament, a national competition held at Kenyon College, four women won in
the first round of singles play.

BRIAN MURPHY,]ENNI McGREGOR

EN J 0 Y

"SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS
'COFFEE & ESPRESSO
CoLLEGE

ID

NITE

AMERICA:

DJ

SPINNING THE BESI IN 80's RETR.O DANCE
MUSIC AND ALL YOUR REQESTS
$2 IMPORJ'S AND $1D1WTS

Land o.lf Bie, Opportuniin:ie§
and Bii~ Burger§o

BIDES BAND MR. DowNamD
JCU LADIES NIGHT-FREE WITH JCU m•
$2 MUG NIGHT-BUY A MUG RlR $2 AND G£1" $1

Get io the faa .Betweea for t•e

UNDERGROUND DANCE

Biaa.u..e . . .._e....
Buqen~ Inrl•de:
•A.meril!aa CJ. . .il! Burger
•Oaioa aad Cea.er .U....,Ce:r
·Dijoa Ra~o• c.ee.e...rger
·Pt.e'bJo Burger

GUE.WD.J.s
NO OOVER B-4 llPM

REFILLS

REGGAE EvERY 5uNnAY
RuM I>RINI<s $2.00 Au. Nm
H t s .
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The ·sweetest· kind of love?

Letters to the Editor
Editorial opinion

The voice of experience

graduation anyone?

-

The recent cancellation of summer com mencemem ceremo·
nies will force those "summersemors" to wan until thefo\lowing
spring to partake in graduation exercises. University President
Rev. John J Shea, S.j. cited lack of attendance and decrease in
summer graduates (30) as among the reasons for cancellation.
In response to this cancellation, the Student Union Senate
passed a recommendation to university administration urging
rhat students who don't reach graduation reqUJrements by May,
be allowed to walk through the ceremony and receive a.mock
diploma anyway.
Though this recommendation shows concern for students'
happiness, permitting students who do not graduate by May to
participate in the ceremony is unfair to those students who do
meet graduation requirements in time and is an insult to the
ceremony of commencement.
In the1r recommendation, the Senate recogn izes that "It is a
special privilege to receive a diploma upon completion of the
graduation requtremems established by the university." With
that m m1nd , it is unfairrothestudents whodocomplete require·
ments in time, often through a huge last minute struggle, to
allow 30 or so students who did not complete the requirements
1n nme to participate m commencement anyway.
Also, it is unfair to summer seniors to allow them to panicipate in a commencement they did not actually achieve. What
should they tell thetr grandparents and other guests? "Oh , I'm
not really a graduate, but I play one on TV" Or do they take that
strong moral position and he, allowing Grandma to say "I'm so
proud you graduated today.• A truejohn Carroll graduate would
hopefully have developed the values to know that is not the right
thing to do.
Commencement ceremony is a very significant event that is
the high light of one's four (or so) year college career. To allow
people who have not met the standards of thisc.eremony to act as
if they did is to d1minish the stature of commencement itself.
While it is with good intentions the Student Union recommends this change, and while it is often tough luck that leaves a
student just short of graduating with their class in May, john
Carroll Umversity must not insult students or the commencement ceremony by disregarding the standards set for one to
parri ipate in a graduation ceremony.

Shh ...

It's a secret
(Warning: Parents need student concent)
lr 1s no big surprise that parents see things differently than
their children. It is almost a cardinal rule that parents must
misinterpret what their children say and do. There is a certain
amount of naivety on the part of the parents or maybe it is just
a child's way of manipulation that makes parents believe one
thing while their children are actually doing something else.
College presents itself as a time when these situations come into
play most often. For example:
.
.
A college smdent doesn't call home for about a week. Parems
think !hat they are dead, putting in extra hours at the library or
they JUStdon'tlove them anymo~ The real reason for not calling
is sim pie: college students are busy people.
A college student calls home asking for money Parents think,
boy, those books must be really expensive. The real reason for
soliciting these funds actually has to do with a more liquid
substance along with those frequent visits to Club «Q."
A college student requests a arurday visit by mom and dad.
Parents think how nice it is that their child misses them so much.
The real reason behind the visit haseverythingtodowith Marriott
food _ lf planned properly, the swdem has a chance of getting
breakfast at Your's Truly, lunch at Pizzazanddinner at Champps.
The possibility of escaping the cafeteria for a whole day just
outweighs any amount of missing anyone, even mom and dad.
A college student brings home three weeks of laundry. Parents thmk that this is more economical and are impressed that
their child is finally learning the value of a dollar. The real
reason lies in thecertamty that mom will end up doing the wash
that weekend and anyquanerssaved aresomuch better spent in
jukeboxes and video games than a washing machine.
A college student upon visiting home looks a little more
plump than when they left. Parents are pleased to see that their
child is eating we!land recei vmg the proper nutrition at college.
The real reason for the weight gain hastodowith those weekend
visits to the local "watering hole" and fried onion rings from the
Inn Between atl2 m the morning.
So with the coming of Parent's Weekend,studentscandoone
of two things: confiscate every Carroll News on campus and
conrinue to operate under the "what you don't know won't hurt
you" rule, or come clean and suffer the consequences which
could possibly mean no more beer/book money. The choice is
yours- Best of l~ck, The Calfroll New.~.

H/TS &
HIT: Prime parking spaces on campus over Fall Break weekend ...
if only we were a suitcase college and everyone went home every
weekend. miss: Lack of food on campus for those huhgry students
who couldn't make it home for Fall Break HIT: Way to go Tribe!
miss: Midterms after the mid-term. miss: Those of you receiving poor midterm grades after Parent's Weekend. Butter them
up while you can.

Staff Commentary

What's a
drinker to do?
"What's a drinkerto do?" The school does n't want them .
Cleveland Heights doesn't want them.
Ajohn Carroll University student
who drinks is starting to feel like a
leper at a beauty pageant. Everyone
knows about the much-maligned
drinking policies now enforced
around our"dry as a Betty Ford Clinic"
campus. Despite having one of the
worst off-campus housing situations
in all of collegeland, the school is trying to push the drinkers off of the
Mark Bolcky
campus each weekend .
.ss•suNTSPORTSeorroa
l guess th is should have been ex· .
peered. Millor Hall was really start·
ing to be a regular Animal House. (l heard that last Saturday, someone had actually smuggled some beer in there).
In past years,smdentscould at least goa few miles away
from their evil RA to treat themselves to a few libations.
Now, the Cleveland Heights Police Department is making
it harder and harder for Lee Road to be an asylum for
thirsty undergrads.
Could Homecoming Weekend have been less fun? Parties were being broken up before dark. The cops were
pulling cars over for having four passengers in the back
seat , I assume to check everyone was strapped in with both
feet on the floor for that oh-so-dangerous drive along Ce·
dar Road.
I swear the cops look forward to the weekend more than
the students do. I can just picture the police station late on
a Friday. "We can't look out for crimes and burglary right
now. I smell a four-kegger somewhere!"
The weekend after Homecoming was definitely the
topper. Liquor Control Board was on the prowl. Over a
dozen students were arrested around the local bars for
such heinous crimes as public intoxication and jaywalking Yes, I said jaywalking.
The police don't seem to understand what comes with
the life of a college student. Just because some of them
didn't make it that far doesn't mean they can't sympathize
with the generally well-behaved)CU students.
Ask an alum. Ask a senior. John Carroll and the surrounding community is becoming more and more of a
"Not Wanted" sign for drinking students, who account for
a large majority of the population at most institutions of
higher learning.
lf school policy makers don't take steps to reverse this
trend, they should keep in mind that word gets around.
Prospective students know about a school's social situa·
tion. The administratorscan useallof theiralcoholcontrol
policies to keepthemcompany as they see admission num·
bers start to plummet.
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I returned in Apri I of 1997 from
seven months of study in Tours,
France and since that time I have
been doing all I can to convince
JCU students to take part in this
experience which has been for me
the most enjoyable and fulfillingof
my life. Consequently, I feel obligated to res pond to Nicole
jusseaume's commentary in the
October9issueof the Carroll News.
I identified with a lot of the frustrations Miss jusseaume spoke
about in her commentary. When I
first arrived in France, it seemed
like everything was different and
backwards, and the only person
makingsenseo\lt of 53 million was
me. The fact that I was an ocean
away from the only people who
understood me didn't make things
any easier. Much like Miss
Jusseaume after her first two weeks
in France, I at times was ready to
throw in the towel and go back to
the things I knew. However, it was
then that I realized why l had come.
The value of a foreign study experience lies in its exposing you to
things you could never see by staying at home. It remains for you to
open yourself to it. Once I embraced the idea of experiencing as
many new and different things as I
could, I really began enjoying myself. I developed new interests. I
tr aveled wi.thin France and allover
Europe. I ate things that probably
should never b.eeaten, and some of
the~J).-l--rea1ly enjoyed. I met very
different people from all points on
the globe, many still good friends
to this day, though in the begin·
ning we seemed to have only the
..::fTerteft.~

And as for the language, sure it
was hard . It really took a lot of
work for me to learn it and a lot of
c6llr~for me to use it in public.
However,-as-a very good teacher
on ce said to me, "lf you wanna

dance, A lex, you gotta shake your
hips." l tried . Igained confidence. I
loved it.
The benefits of a foreign study
experience are countless , and
there's no better deal for the money.
Within-state tuition, most students
can find programs that will send
them to a foreign country for a [ ull
year of study at prices comparable
to or less expensive than those of

JCU
Student rates earn students discounts on train-fare, hotels, h1s·
torica I sires, tourist attract ions, res·
taurants, and cinemas throughout
western Europe. There is not one
good excuse to stay home, and no
better time to go than now. I only
ask that you have an open mind.
Take it from me, you'll never regret
it. Orwaitasemesterand ask Nicole
jusseaume. I'm sure she'll tell you
the same.
Alex Loehrer
Class of 1998.

A special word of thanks
On behalf of the entire Project
Gold team, I would like to extend
my gratitude to jim Kissinger, Director of On Campus Dining, for
helping to prepare and deliver the
food Friday, October 10, for Mea Is
on Wheels.
Meals on Wheels has been a
Project Gold project ever since its
development in 1990. As far as I
know, never in the history of Project
Gold has anyone working for On
Campus Dining traveled with us
downtown to the shelters where
we deliver the food.
I am so glad that a faculty mem e

a

ffi

n

theexperienceofMealson Wheels,
for it was a great benefit nor only
for Jim, but for all those involved.
Alison Winters
Project Gold Chairperson

commentary by Nick Kovach
This past Satur·
day was "Sweetest
Day." Did every·
body mark their
calendars?
After all , what
could be more im·
portant to a rei a·
tionsh ip than a fic tional hoi iday created by an industry
of fahed novehsts
and horticultur ists?
Well, otherthan Valentine's Day, of course. After
all, how better to say '!love You' than by shelling
out somewhere around $75 for a dozen roses.
Or better yet, buying one of those minature $30
bearsequppied with "Happy Sweetest Day" embroidered on it? Now I may sound just a tad cynical
about the entire concept, but! am confident that I
am far from the only one out there who holds this
opinion.
Personally, llove the idea of designatingadayfor
men who have been less than appreciative of their
wives, or women who have simply neglected to let
their significant other know their feelings, to take a
run up to the friendly, neighborhood Hallmark
store and drop a few bucks out of love.
What could be more American than that? Monetary value over sentimental value, is there any
other way7
Not in this society where so many people claim
lack of time as an excuse for not expressing emo·
tion, whether it be for something as vital as marriage, or something as inconsequential as what
movie to see.
The most common opinion of every person I
encounter these days is "whatever." No one has any
passion. What has happened to the lustful zeal that
our parents' generation possessed7 Has our generation become so expectant of quick fixes , instant
breakfast, and super glue that we treat our inter·
personal relationships the same?
Why is there even a "Sweetest Day" on the calenr.
ou
e e an irr voca e catastrop e 1
say Bill Clinton chose not to buy Hillary roses on
October 18th? I doubt it, but Hard Copy would be
there to attempt to link it to Vince Fosters death,
Whitewater, and of course campaign finance reform .
We are supposedly the best mformed group of

people in the world: outfitted with modems, pagers, cellular phones, and just about any textual
source in existence at the click of a mouse, but for
some fundamental reason we can't seem to go out
of our way any time during the other 363 days of
the year to bring home flowers, because it would
probably take three or four clicks on that mouse to
make a loved one's day and seriously, is all that
effort really worth it?
60% of all marriages in the past twelve months
are doomed ford 1vorce, so maybe that thoughtful
husband would bemoresuitablyadvised tosaveall
those pennies while he can.
If love for you has come to mean candy and
flowers , then perhaps you're selling yourself shon.
A friend of mine told me last year that she knows
girls who go out of their way to "find a boyfriend in
time for Valentine's Day."
Does this seem a little outrageous to anyone
else? To"find" a boyfriend? It's not inconceivable to
assume that maybe, just maybe, I am the only one
who holds out for "true love," but I've seen enough
num hers on movie rentals in the vicinity of
Valentine's Day, Christmas, and New Year's to
understand that Sleepless in Seattle, An Affair to
Remember, and Casablanca are much more popular when large groups of people feellonel y, madequate , or depressed with their love status.
Displaced emotions and submission to nearNazi propaganda, compelling people to fall in love
are rampant. Love is not a prize, it cannot be sought
out, it is not tangible; perhaps that's why Indiana
jones and the Questfor Love never got off the ground
at Paramount. Love is something thatseeks you out
or doesn't seek you out, in good time.
The facts are that when love does come knock ·
ing, most people don't expect tt and subsequently
slam the door in love's face .
If there are two days designa ted for remindmg
loved ones that they are loved , than the purpose of
expressmg love has been destroyed.
Love should not be expressed out of obligation,
it should be ex pressed out o[ desire.
If I am completely mtstaken and love has de·
generated to the point where it is no longer an
emotion, but rafher a rece1pt and a kiss on the
cheek, hinting at a meaningless se7!ual encounter,
then I want no part of love.
I'd be happier reveling in the Meg Ryan version
-at least those characters die w1th smtles on their
faces, and yes, flowers on their graves, but that's
beyond the point.

-.

Computer Glitch

commentary by Lisa Coholich

Com put·
ers ... in this
day and age
we all need
them. Technology is
running at a
pace faster
than we can
catch it, so
why then is it so difficult to find an
available computer on a sophisti cated college campus like John
Carroll University?
The answer escapes me. I don't
know about you, but it seems I
nc\·er have a whole lot of time to do
too much of anything around here
(anything I should be doing any·
way), and when I do finally find
that one, precious moment in my
day to actually sit down and do
work, I find myself quite of ten running over to the library computer
lab only to find that everyone else
had the same idea as I did (roo bad
that their "one precios moment" in
the day had 10 be the same as mine).
So, there l sit . . _waiting, and
waiting, and waiting until finally
at t 1:00 at night, the person who
has just spent an hour emailingall
his friends decides to give up his
spot at the computer for little old
me. As I rush frantically to the
se..1t, thinking to myself, "I only
have a half of an hour to type this
ten page paper, and it's due at 8:00

tomorrow morning!", my fingers
freeze. I am so frustrated knowing
that the lab closes in exactly 28
minutes that the number of typos
in my paper exceed the number of
correctly spelled words. I am tired
and am suddenly distracted by a
girl sittig next to me who is crack·
ing her knuckles. At ll:29, the pa·
per is printing, but I didn't have
enough time to "spell check" it and
so ultimately the paper is terrible
and it's all because I couldn't get a
computer. Sure, I could've walked
to the Science Center, but would
have found it locked, because that
lab closes an hour earlier than the
library lab does.
So maybe it's not the number of
available computers that is the
problem, instead it is the hours that
the labs are open. While speaking
to a friend this weekend who attends Allegheny College, she informed me that the computer labs
at her school are open all night.
Now, doesn't that seem like a good
idea for college students who tend
to live by the word "procrastination"?
Keeping the labs open is a much
cheaper alternative than buying
twenty new computers. I see no
problem in allowing students to
have access to such a vita I resource
as long as there is someone in the
lab to maintain any problems with
students or computers. Many

schools keep the1r computer labs
open at all hours of the night and
I honestly betieveraht if this were
to occur at John Carroll Univer·
slty, it would not nbe a waste of
energy.
Though some may be con·
cerned that at late hours of the
night it would be unsafe to walk
to either building, do not forget
that john Carroll provides an escort service at any time of the
night and also security can be
contacted at all times (although l
really don't think this would be a
problem because I have walked
to my dorm from the libraryaf ter
its closing many times and have
alwats felt very safe).
Although many students do
have computers of their own,
many students do not. It would
be very helpful to me and many
others if the com purer labs stayed
open on those late nightswhen I
realize I have forgotten to do a
"Works Cited" page or a one· page
review on that English essay Ijust
read.
It is nor fair that the students
of john Carroll University have to
wait for access to a computer (a
resopurce that our professors insist we use) when we need it most.
A change definitely needs to be
made in order for students to be
able to keep up with technology.
and our homework!

--
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The recent cancellation of summer commencement ceremonies will force those "summersemors" to wan until thefollowing
spring to partake in graduation exercises. University President
Rev. John J. Shea, SJ cited lack of attendance and decrease in
summer graduates (30) as among the reasons for cancellation.
In response to this cancellation, the Student Union Senate
passed a recommendation to university admintsuation urging
that students who don't reach graduation requirements by May,
be allowed to walk through the ceremony and receive a.mock
diploma anyway.
Though this recommendation shows concern for students'
happiness. permitting students who do not graduate by May to
participate in the ceremony is unfair to those students who do
meet graduation requirements in time and is an insult to the
ceremony of commencemenL
In thetr recommendation, the Senate recognizes that "It is a
special privilege to receive a diploma upon completion of the
graduation requirements established by the university." With
that in mmd,it is unfair to the students whodocomplete requirements in time, often through a huge last minute suuggle, to
allow 30 or so students who did not complete the requirements
in time to parttctpate in commencement anyway.
Also, it is unfair to summer seniors to allow them to participate in a commencement they did not actually achieve. What
should they tell their grandparents and ot her guests? ''Oh, I'm
not really a graduate, but 1play one on TV:" Or do they take that
strong moral position and lie, allowing Grandma to say "I'm so
proud you graduated today." A true j ohn Carroll graduate would
hopefully have developed the values to know that is not the right
thing to do.
Commencement ceremony is a very significant event that is
the highlight of one's four (or so) year college career. To allow
people who have not met thestanda,dsof thisc.eremonytoact as
if they did is to diminish the stature of commencement itself.
While it is with good intentions the Student Union recom·
mendsthischange.and while it is often tough luck that leaves a
srudem just short of graduating with their class in May, John
Carroll University must not insult students or the commencement ceremony by disregarding the standards set for one to
partictpate in a mduation ceremony.

Shh ...

It's a secret
(Warning: Parents need student concent)
It is no big surprise that parents see things different! y than
their children. It is almost a cardinal rule that parents must
mtsinterpret what their children say and do. There is a certain
amount of naivety on the part of the parents or maybe it is just
a child's way of manipulation that makes parents believe one
thrng wh1le their chddr~n are actually doing something else.
College presents itself as a time when these situations come into
play most often. For example:
.
A college studenc doesn't call home for about a week. Parents
think that they are dead. putting in extra hours at the library or
they JUSt don't love them anymo~ The real reason for not calling
is stm ple: college students are busy people.
Acollege student ca lls home asking for money. Parents think,
boy. those books must be really expensive. The real reason for
soliciting the·e funds actually has to do with a more liquid
substance along with those frequent visits to Club "Q."
A college student request5 a Saturday visit by mom and dad.
Parents think how nice it isthattheirchild misses them so much.
The real reason behmd the visit has everything to do with Marriott
food . If planned properly, the student has a chance of getting
breakfast at Your's Truly, lunch at Ptzzazanddinnerat Champps.
The possiblhty of escaping the cafeteria for a whole day just
outwetghs any amount of missing anyone, even mom and dad.
A college student brings home three weeks of laundry. Parents think that this is more economical and are impressed that
theu child is finally learning the value of a dollar. The real
reason lies in the certainty rhat mom will end updoingthewash
that weekend and any quarters saved are so much better spent in
jukeboxes and video games than a washing machine.
A college student upon visiting home looks a little more
plump than when they left. Parents are pleased to see that their
child is eating well and receiving the proper nutrition at college.
The real reason for the weight gain has to do with those weekend
visits to the local"watering hole" and fried onion rings rrom the
lnn Between at 12 in the morning.
So with the com mg of Parent's Weekend, st uden lS can do one
of two things· confiscate every Carroll News on campus and
con tinue to operate under the "what you don't know won't hurt
you" rule, or come clean and suffer the consequences which
could possibly mean no more beer/book money. The choice is
yours- Best of l~ck, The Calfroll News.

HITS &
HIT: Prime parking spaces on campus over Fall Break weekend ...
if only we were a suitcase college and everyone went home every
weekend. miss: Lack of food on campus for those huhgry students
who couldn't make it home for Fall Break. HIT: Way to go Tribe!
miss: Midterms after the mid-term. miss: Those of you receiving poor midterm grades after Parent's Weekend. Butter them
up while you can.

Staff Commentary

What's a
drinker to do?
'"What's a drinker to do?" The school doesn't want them.
Cleveland Heights doesn't want them.
A John Carroll University student
who drinks is starting to feel like a
leper at a beauty pageant. Everyone
knows about the much-maligned
drinking policies now enforced
aroundour"dry as a Betty Ford Clinic"
campus. Despite having one of the
worst off ·campus housing situations
in all of collegeland , the school is trying to push the drinkers off of the
Mark Boleky
campus eac h weekend.
ASSISTAliT SPOm wrroa
I guess this should have been expected. Miller Hall was really starting to be a regular Animal House. (I heard that last Saturday. someone had actually smuggled some beer in there).
In past years,studentscould at least goa few miles away
from their evil RA to treat themselves to a few libations.
Now, the Cleveland Heights Police Department is making
it harder and harder for Lee Road to be an asylu m for
thirsty undergrads.
Cou ld Homecoming Weekend have been less fun? Parties were bei ng broken up before dark. The cops were
pulling cars over for having four passe ngers in the back
seat,lassume tocheckeveryone was strapped in with both
feet on the floor for that oh·so·dangerous drive along Ce·
dar Road.
I swear the cops look forward to th e weekend more than
the students do. I can just picture the police station late on
a Friday. "We can't look out for crimes and burglary right
now. 1smell a four-kegger so mew here!"
The weekend after Homecoming was definitely the
topper. Liquor Control Board was on the prowl. Over a
dozen students were arrested around the local bars for
such heinous crimes as public intoxication and jaywalking. Yes, I said jaywalking.
The police don 't seem to understand what comes with
the life of a college studen t Just because some of them
didn't make it that far doesn't mean they can't sympathize
with the generallywell-behavedjCU students.
Ask an alum. Ask a senior. john Carroll and the surrounding community is becoming more and more of a
• ot Wanted" sign for drinkingsmdents, who account for
a large majority of the population at most institutions of
higher learning.
If school policy makers don't take steps to reverse this
trend, they should keep in mind that word gets around.
Prospective students know about a school's social situation. The adm inistrarorscan use all of their alcoholcontrol
policies to keep them company as they see admission numbersstart to plummet.
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I returned in April of 1997 from
seven months of study in Tours,
France and sin ce that time I have
been doing all I can to convince
jCU students to take part in this
exper ience which has been for me
the most enjoyable and fulfilling of
my life. Consequently. I feel obligated to respond to Nicole
Jusseaume's commentary in the
October9issueof the Carroll News.
Iidentified with a lot of thef rustrations Miss jusseaume spoke
about in her commentary. When I
first arrived in France, it seemed
like everything was di fferent and
backwards, and the only person
makingsenseo\ltof53 million was
me. The fact that I was an ocean
away from the only people who
understood me didn't make things
a ny easier. Much like Miss
Jusseaumeaf ter her first two weeks
in France. I at times was ready to
throw in the towel and go back to
the things I knew. However, it was
then that I realized why I had come.
The value of a foreign study experience lies in its exposing you to
th ings you could never see by staying at home. It remains for you to
open yourself to it. Once I embraced the idea of experiencing as
many new and different things as I
could.lreallybeganenjoyingmyself. I developed new interests. I
traveled within France and allover
Europe. l ate things that probably
should never \)eeaten, and some of
the!J.l-1 ~y enjoyed. I met very
difTerent people from all points on
tl1e globe, many still good friends
to this day, though in the beginning we seemed to have only the
- --=---french

lru~glli

And as for the language, sure it
was hard. It real! y took a lot of
work for me to learn it and a lot of
co m e for me to use it in public.
However. ~ very good teacher
once said to me, "If you wanna

dance, Alex, you gotta shake your
hips." l tried. I gained confidence. I
loved it.
The benefits of a foreign study
experience are countless. and
there's no better deal fort he money.
With in-state tuition. most students
can find programs that will send
them to a foreign country for a full
year of study at prices co mparable
to or less expensive than those of
JCU
Student rates earn students disco unts on train-fare, hotels, his·
torical sites, tourist attractions, restaurants, and cinemas throughout
western Europe. There is not one
good excuse to stay home, and no
better time to go than now. I only
ask that you have an open mind.
Take it from me , you'll never regret
it. Or wait a semester and ask Nicole
jusseaume. I'm sure she'll tell you
the same.
Alex Loehrer
Class of 1998.

A special word of thanks
On behalf of the entire Project
Gold team, I would like to extend
my gratitude to Jim Kissinger, Director of On Campus Dining, for
helping to prepare and deliver the
food Friday. October lO, for Meals
on Wheels.
Meals on Wheels has been a
Project Gold project ever since its
development in 1990. As far as I
know, never in the history of Project
Gold has anyone working for On
Campus Dining traveled with us
downtown to the shelters where
we deliver the food .
lam so glad that a faculty merna
an n
the experience of Mea Ison Wheels,
for it was a great benefit not only
for jim, but for all those in volved.
Alison Winters
Project Gold Chairperson

re

The ·sweetest· kind of love?
commentary by Nick Kovach
This past Satur·
day was "Sweetest
Day." Did every·
body mark their
calendars?
After all, what
could be more im·
ponant to a rela tionship than a fictional holiday created by an industry
of falied novelists
and horticultur ists?
Well, otherthan Valentine's Day, of course. Af ter
all, how better to say 'LLove You' than by shelling
out somewhere around $75 for a dozen roses.
Or better yet, buying one of those mina ture$30
bearsequppied with "Happy Sweetest Day" embroidered on it? Now L may sound just a tad cynical
about the entire concept, but I am confident that I
am far from the only one out there who holds this
opinion.
Personally, !love the idea of designati nga day for
men who have been less than appreciative of their
wives, or women who have simply neglected to let
their significant other know theirfeelings, to take a
run up to the friendly, neighborhood Hallmark
store and drop a few bucks out of love.
What could be more American than that? Monetary value over sentimental value, is there any
other way?
Not in this society where so many people claim
lack of time as an excuse for not expressing emotion, whether it be for something as vttal as marriage, or something as inconsequential as what
movie to see.
The most common opi nion of every person I
encounter these days is "whatever" No one has any
passion. What has happened to the lustful zeal that
our parents' generation possessed? Has our generation become so expectant of quick fixes, instant
breakfast, and super glue that we treat our interpersonal relationships the same?
Why is there even a "Sweetest Day" on the calenar
ou t ere an Jrr voca e catastrop e 1
say Bill Clinton chose not to buy Hillary roses on
October 18th? I doubt it. but Hard Copy would be
there to attempt to link it to Vince Foster's death,
Whitewater, and of course campaign finance re·
form.
We are supposedly the best informed group of

people in the world; outfitted with modems, pagers, cellular phones, and just about any textual
source in existence at the click of a mouse, but for
some fundamental reason we can't seem to go out
of our way any time during the other 363 days of
the year to bring home flowers, because it would
probably take three or four clicks on that mouse to
make a loved one's day and seriously, is all that
effort really worth it?
60%of all marriages in the past twelve months
are doomed for divorce, so maybe that thoughtful
husband would bemoresuitablyadvtsed to save all
those pennies while he can.
If love for you has come to mean candy and
flowers, then perhaps you're selling yourself short.
A friend of mine told me last year that she knows
girls who go out of their way to "find a boyfriend in
time for Valentine's Day.·
Does this seem a little outrageous to anyone
else? To "fi nd" a boyfriend? l! 's not inconceivable to
ass ume that maybe. just maybe, I am theonlyone
who holds out for "true love," but I've seen enough
numbers on movie rentals in the vicinity of
Valentine's Day. Christmas. and New Yea r's to
understa nd th at Sleepless in Seattle, An Affair to
Remember, and Casablanca are much more popular when large groups of people feel lonely, inadequate, or depressed with their love stat us.
Displaced emotions and submission ro nearNazi propaganda, compelling people to fall in love
are rampant. Love is nota prize, it cannot besought
out, it is not tangible; perhaps that's why lndiana
jones and 1he Questfor Love never got off the ground
at Paramount. Love issomethmg that seeks you out
or doesn't seek you out, in good time.
The facts are that when love does come knock·
ing, most people don't expect u and subsequently
slam the door in love's face.
If there are two days designated for reminding
loved ones that they are loved, than the pu rpose of
expressing love has been destroyed.
Love should not be ex pressed out of obligation,
it should be expressed out of desire.
If I am completely mistaken and love has de·
generated to the point where it is no longer an
emotion, but rather a receipt and a kiss on the
cheek, himing at a meaningless sexual encounter,
then I want no part of love.
I'd be happier reveling in the Meg Ryan version
- at least those characters die with smtles on their
faces, and yes, flowers on their graves, but that's
beyond the point.

Computer Glitch

commentary by Lisa Coholich

Computers ... in this
day and age
we all need
them. Technology is
running at a
pace faster
than we can
catch it, so
wh )'then is it so difficult tO fi nd an
,tvailable computer on a sophisti·
cated college campus like john
Carroll University?
The answer escapes me. I don't
know about you, but it seems L
nc,•er have a whole lot of time to do
too much of anything around here
(anything 1 should be doing any·
way), and when I do finally find
that one. precious moment in my
day to actually sit down and do
work, Ifind myself quite of ten running over to the library computer
lab on Iy to find that everyone else
had the same idea as l did (too bad
that thei r "one precios moment" in
the day had to be thesameas mine).
So. there I sit ... waiting. and
waiting, and waiting until finally
at L LOO at night, the person who
hasjustspentan houremailingall
his friends decides to give up his
spot at the computer for little old
me. As 1 rush frantically to the
se.ll, thinking to myself, "I only
have a half of an hour to type this
ten page paper. and it's due at 8:00

tomorrow morning!", my fingers
freeze. I am so frustrated knowing
that the lab closes in exactly 28
minutes that the number of typos
in my paper exceed the number of
correctly spelled words. I am tired
and am suddenly distracted by a
girl sittig next to me who is cracking her knuckles. At 11:29, the paper is printing, but I didn't have
enough time to "spell check" it and
so ultimately the paper is terrible
and it's all because I couldn't get a
computer. Sure, I could've walked
to the Science Center. but would
have found it locked, because that
lab closes an hour earlier than the
library lab does.
So maybe it's not the number of
available computers that is the
problem. instead it is the hours that
the labs are open. While speaking
to a friend this weekend who attends Allegheny College. she informed me that the computer labs
at her school are open all night.
Now, doesn't that seem like a good
idea for college students who tend
to live by the word "procrastina·
tion "?
Keeping the labs open is a much
cheaper alternative than buying
twenty new computers. I see no
problem in allowing students to
have access to such a vital resource
as long as there is someone m the
lab to maintain any problems with
students or computers. Many

schools keep their com purer labs
open at all hours of the night and
I honestly believe taht if this were
to occur at john Carroll Uni versity, it would not nbe a waste of
energy.
Though some may be concerned that at late hours of the
night it would be unsafe to walk
to either building, do not forget
that John Carroll provides an escort service at any time of the
night and also security can be
contacted at all times (although I
really don't think thts would be a
problem because I have walked
tomydorm from the libraryaf ter
its closing many times and have
alwats felt very safe).
Although many students do
have computers of their own,
many students do not. It would
be very helpful to me and many
others if the computer labs stayed
open on those late nightswhen I
realize I have forgotten to do a
"Works Cited" page or a one-page
review on that English essay Ijust
read.
It is not fair that the students
ofJohn Carroll University have to
wait for access to a computer (a
resopurce that our professors insist we use) when we need it most
A change definitely needs to be
made in order for students to be
able to keep up with technology.
and our homework!

-
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HELP WANTED
Web page designers, web
graphic designers and models
for photo work needed by web
sitedevelopmentfirrn. Wewill
train the right people. Email
nosys@interax.com or call
216-587-9708 and leave a
message.
Web developers needed. Parttime skills needed. Java script.
HTML. Photoshop. Net
Objects Fusion. Front Page
Windows. Must be able to
work on a NT operating system.
Co-op for US Web. 528-3569.
Ask for Web Department.
Eam$750-$1500/Week. Raise
all the money your group needs
by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time
needed . There's no obligation,
so why not call for information
today. Calll-800-323-8454 x
95.
Free T-Shirt + $1000. Credit
Card
fundraisers
for
fraternities, sororities &
groups.
Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5 .00/VISA application. Call
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive free tshirt.
Excellent Extra Income NOW!
Envelope Stuffing - $600 $800 every week. Free details:
SASE to International Inc.,
1375 Coney Island Ave.,
Brooklyn, New York 11230.
Typist: Experienced &
efficient. Reasonable rates &
quickturn-around. Diane3715848.
The Admissions Office is
currently seeking energetic
campus tour guides. Must be
at least a sophomore. If
interested, call Jane at 3971715. Please leave a message.
Caterer: needs servers,
bartenders, cook , and drivers.
Hours are variable. Experience
necessary. Joann at 397-0230.
Need a part-time job? 12-20
hours per week offered. Some
heavy lifting. Mercbandi ing
Oriental carpets in a
professional environment. Call
Andrew 360-0104. Classic
Oriental Rugs. 360-0104.

Horoscopes
AYl9ES (}Vlarch 21 to Apri/19)
Agreements with others are easili:f reach eel earliJ in
the week. This weekencl. jOIJ comes from creativitij.
sports. ancl other entertainment.

SITIERS NEEDED

Attention Juniors and Seniors:
Part-time nanny needed to stay
with · my two older children
weekly
Mondays
and
Wednesdays, 2:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Also will need temporary livein care forrny kids Jan. 8 through
Jan. 18. Please call Lisa 440729-2359 or 382-6663.
Home office and chldcare
assistance: looking for someone
familiar with Quicken and basic
office procedures. Scheduling
is flexible. Very near to JCU
but own transportation
necessary. 397-0230.
Direct Care. Our family is
growing! The Hattie Larlham
Foundation is providing
community home care to an
increasing number of children
and young adults with mental
retardation I developmental
disabilities throughout N E
Ohio. An opportunity is now
available in Shaker Heights to
care for a 10-year-old male. The
hours for this position are
Tuesdays, 3:30- 8:30p.m., and
flexible weekend shifts. For
information, call Ms. Alloway,
1-800-551-2658.
Direct Care. Our family is
growing! The Hattie Larlham
Foundation is providing
community home care to an
increasing number of children
and young adults with mental
retardation I developmental
disabilities throughout NE
Ohio. Beginning in October,
an opportunity will be available
to care for a 13-year-old young
man with cerebral palsy in the
Beachwood area. The hours for
this p'osition are 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.,
every day of the week. For
information, call Ms. Alloway,
1-800-551-2658.

FOR RENT
1/2 bouse upstairs. Two large

Oassified ad:> CQSI $3.00 for lhe firs! len words and $.20 for each addilional word. To place a
classified ad, il muSI be lyped or handwrinen. dearly and legibly and sen11o or~ o~~~~
Gnroll Ncw:.oflioe wilh paymcn1. Oa!i'iifoed ads will1101 run wilhou1 pre-paymenL OassU.,....
will 001 be laken ovenhe phOne. The deaQ.hne for dassifoed ads is noon of Ilie Monday pnoril
publicationFor AD Rau.s aod Inlurmadoo
Busine;s: (2 16) 397-4398
Fax / Da1a- (216) 397-1'72<1
Genernllnfo: (2 16)397-1711

SSDID)IE

Wanted I needed: Aerobic
instructor at local corporate
fitness center teachers needed
for, Step/Slide/High-low. Pay
based on experience. Contact
Bob: 586-3544.

Looking for part-time childcare
in our home. Must drive and be
energetic, fun and love kids.
Good pay. Please call Marci at
381-7559 or Stefanie at 4981121.

Mall to us 81!
The Carroll News
20700 Norlh Park Boulevard
Universily HeighiS, OH 44118

&mall to lbe CN at:

~
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"Forget it,· Grariipa. I'm too
young ... and you're
too old."

([AUYlUS (April 20 to }Vlay 20)
Some are looking at some tijpe of home repair this
week. -=;amiliJ interests ancl clealings with financial
consultants are favorecl in general.

fJE}Vl9}19 (}Vlay 21 to C]une 20)
fdou clon't have to trlj so hare/ to be the life of the
partlj. The weekencl is favorecl for romance ancl
leisure activities. provicleclyou clon't go overboara.

-K1!

CA}JCEYl (C]une 21 to C]uly 22)
9t's a week of fits anclstarts for IJOU asi:fou're

,_
"Henry has a-very'radiCal
way ol settling intellectual
disputes."

plaguecl with inertia. Overall. however.IJOU manage
to get aone what neecls to be clone. !Je persistent in
your efforts ana IJOU'/1 make career progress.

£EO (C]uly 23 to August 22)
fdou won't continue to be the apple of a certain
person's eye if IJOU insist on breaking
appointments . .Cater in the week. a mini-getaway
fills the bill. Couples enjOIJ a weekencl at a favorite
romantic spot.

V9YlfJO (August 23 to Sept. 22)
9f IJOU 're looking for financial backing for something.
this is the week to go after it. fdou have a lot of
energiJ now ancl can make consiclerable career
gains. Watch extravagance over the weekencl.

C91JYlA (September 23 to Oct. 22)

"I bet you get this all the
time, but you remind me of
Elizabeth Taylor."

Some coulcl be planning for a special vacation. /1
latter-week meeting with an aclviser is fruitful. This
weekena. couples share a chilcl-rearing
responsibility.

SCOYlf.J90 (October 23 to }Jov. 21)
bedrooms. One bath. Living/
dining room. Kitchen. 1/2
garage. 3 minute walk to John
Carroll. Move in Dec. 1. $600
I month. 397-8726.

MISCEllANEOUS
Earn Money and Free Trips!!
Absolute best spring break
packages
available!!
Individuals,
student
organizations, or small groups
wanted!! Call Inter-Campus
Programs at 1-800-327-6013 or
http://www .icpt.com . .

Earn Free Trips & Cash! Class
Travel needs student to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15
trips & travel free! Highly
motivated students can earn a
free trip & over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
North America's largest student
tour operator! Call Now! 1800-838-6411.

That project IJOU've been putting oft neeasyour
attention. fdou can no longer aftora to wait Others
are impressecl by IJOUr cliligence. This weekencl.
clon't go overboara on a shopping expeaition.

SA(J9([([AYl9US (}Jov. 22 to Dec. 21)
fdou're in a partlj moocl. but this will have to wait
until the weekencl. 9t's a goocl week to speak out at
group meetings ancl expressing IJOUr views.

CAPYl9COYl}J (Dec. 22 to C]an. 19)
/lvoicl a tenclency to let things get awai:f from IJOU at
work. Pay particular attention to niggling cletails.
This weekencl. both shopping ancl family life are
highlighted

AOUAYl9US (?an. 20 to 'jeb. 18)
This is the week to be assertive ana go after what
you want in your career. Place your accent on
initiative . .Cater. you can feel free to enjoy some
leisure activities with goocl friencls.

f.J9SCES (3ebruary 19 to }Vlarch 20)
/1 brighter financial piaure haSIJOU breathing a
sigh of relief. However. that cloesn't mean IJOU can
go out on a wile? spree. .Cater in the week.IJOU
hanclle a tough problem at work successfully.

